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DJand singer
gnash to headline
spring concert
Unlike in years past, the concert will
be held on campus on the last day
of classes and will be free of charge

i

BY LILLIAN JOHNSON
News Editor
johnlg16@wfu.edu

Mark Handler/Old Gold & Black
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h II nge during the move-out period and some stude~Stte
management is a bmaJot
r:hi~h eitems to place in recyling and donation bins.
S lack awareness a ou

Making move-out sustainable
Proper advertising to students
can help the move-out process
become environmentally-friendly
~
sPOrts Editor
schmwm16@wfu.edu
As the academic year begins to wind
down, a familiar frenetic buzz washes
OVerWake Forest's student body.
The stresses of finals and the excitement
of sUmmer command the attention of
Students, so most are hellbent on rushing
~htough the move-out process and escapInngat the end of the semester.
u .
flng this frenzy efforts to recyc Ie
do tm
'
.
room supplies and books sometUlles [; 11 b
"I' a y the wayside.
m cognizant of a lot of things, but
unfott
.
t
unately, waste management IS no
~n the list," said sophomore Kyle Ferrer.
Sadly, I'm the rule I think, not the exception."

Each year during the move-~ut p~riod,
the Office of Sustainability tailors ItS efforts with this apathetic or hurried mentality in mind by simplifY.ing the process
as much as possible. By doing so, students
can assist sustainability efforts without
even realizing it.
"We work closely with Residence Life
d Housing on move-out communicaan
hi'
.
t the end of each sc 00 year m
nons a
preparation for move-out," said Ally Helcommunication and events co..
lenga, the
Cor the Office of Sustainability,
or diIna t 0 r II
"Residence Life and Housing collaboith Goodwill to secure donation
rates w
bins that are placed in the lobby of each
residence hall."
During the 2017
42,074

move-out

period,

pounds of both recyclable and
ble waste was collected from
cycla
non-re
tners outside residence halls across
con tal
ccording to the Office of Suscampu, S a
tainability.

Student

awareness of which bins cer-

tain items can be placed in is essential to
minimizing

improper

disposal.

"We know if you wait until

the last

second, you are just trying to shove everything in your car," said Brian Cohen,
the program coordinator
Sustainabiliry,

for the Office of

"It can be tough, so we try

to get people to plan ahead."
When

students

decide to shed them-

selves of old furniture

and other extrane-

ous items from their dorm rooms, myriad
items are eligible for donation.

"It is our hope that sending anything
to the landfill is the absolute

last resort

for students during move-out,"

Hellenga

said.

clothing,

"Reusable

housewares,

small appliances, school supplies, canned/
dried food, and furniture

should all be

placed in blue 'Deacs Donate' bins."

See Move-out, Page 6

The spring semester at Wake Forest is
marked by several events that students
always look forward to: campus days,
Sp~ingfest, Shag on the Mag and the
spnng concert.
On March 23, Student Union announced that the headliner for the
spring concert _would be DJ and singer
gnash. The spnng concert will be held
on the Lower Quad at 7 p.m. on May 2,
the last day of classes (LDOC). In addition to the concert, there will be a free
cookout and a beer garden open to students of age, with a valid state ID card.
In light of the announcement,
students communicated
concern over the
choice of the artist.
"I've never even heard of gnash," said
freshman Emily Beauchamp.
Gnash is an American DJ and singer, best .known ,for ~is 2016 single, "i
hate u, I love u which features Olivia
O'Brien, and for being the featured artist on MAX's 2016 single "Lights Down
Low."
.
In the past few weeks, gnash has performed as the opening artist for All
Time Low on The Last Young Renegades Tour: Part II. Between -2016
and 2017, he even headlined his own
tour, The U, Me & Us Tour in North
America.
Gnash's appearance at Wake Forest's
spring concert will not be his first time
performing for an audience of college
students only. Last March, he performed a~ th~ spring c~mcert at Chapman University, a private college in
California.
Despite recent success, gnash is not
as popular as previous spring concert
headliners, In the past, the spring concert has featured musical artists such as
rap duo Rae Sremmurd in 2017 and DJ
duo The Chainsmokers in 2016.
The Cinema & Music Committee
within Student Union works to research and bring in the musical acts for
the spring concert. According to senior
Alyssa Alpino, the chair of the committee responsible for headliners, they used
results from a survey conducted last
year. to gauge students' preferences regardmg genre and posible artists. However, money also does playa factor.

See Concert, Page 4
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This column represents the views of the Old Gold

& Black Editorial Board.

Editorial board reflects on past semester
ne of the main goals for the Old Gold
in 2018 is to .engag~,more with .the
mpus, both in th pnnt edmon .and online,
WhUe no paper i perfect, the rums for the
OGB arc: to be the voice and channel for students, to report the facts, [Q be the avenue for
rudenrs [Q share what is happen ing on cam pus
and [Q share the opinions and thoughts of our

&- Black

community.
,.
.
.
OUf job as the universitys publtcauon IS to
do JUStthat: to serve the srud~nts and the Wake
Forest community. Our goal IS to ~o so openly,
hon r1y and with integrity. We rum to represent the entirety of the Wake Forest community and to do so in an unbiased manner.
Our sraff comes from all gr.Ides and various
majors, and is involved in both Greek and nonGreek organizations, representing a wide range. of
opinions and ideologies. However, we rccogntze
[hat we could do more to recruit writers from a
more diverse range of groups on campus, and

Our editorial board is proud ofthe stories
we've decided to cover, the tough editorial decisions we've made and the conversations we've been able to have..."
trive to do so in the coming semester.
Looking back on the past four months, the
Opinion Section has been filled with content
encompassing all sides of the political spectrum
on topics such as gun control, campus politics
and media ethics. They have taken on the task
of engaging with the school in its own way, in
efforts [Q represent the entirety of the student
body at Wake Forest, while the campus itself
has endured a remarkable number of challenging moments within the community. While
we have made efforts [Q recruit Students of all
opinions to write, we can do more in the coming semester [Q represent the entirety of the
campus' opinions and viewpoints.
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The
ews Section has reponed on some of
the biggest and most breaking news this semester, ranging from the campus shooting and the
racist social media post in the beginning of the
semester, to the television appearance of a senior on Fox News, and later the Sixth Circle.
Further, the News Section has investigated
many topics that directly impact students, such
as sexual assault, Residence Life & Housing's
lack of Resident Advisor applications and stories about sustainabiliry on campus.
Additionally, the Sports Section has made
strides in covering more sports and more athletes, in an effon to accurately showcase the talent on this campus. This has included covering
sports teams, like women's or club, that have
not received the coverage they deserved in the
past. We aim to cover even more in the fall.
Upon reflection, none of these accomplishments could have been realized without our
ability to hold our position as Wake Forest's

student newspaper. Our Editorial Board is
proud of the stories we've decided to cover, the
tough editorial decisions we've made and the
conversations we've been able to have throughout this decisive semester.
After reflecting on the past semester, we want
to continue the efforts made into the Fall of
2018. We want to continue to have engagement
with the community, whether it be through articles, comments online or campus conversation
surrounding articles.
Additionally, we want to cover a wider range
of events on campus, cover more sports teams,
encourage more students to write for us, and to
have a wider presence online, especially through
our app and weekly newsletter; While these are
ambitious goals, they are ones we think we can
achieve in the fall as we aim to build on the momentum we have gained this semester. We are
looking forward to continuing this role for the
Wake Forest community in the fall.
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In. Memoriam: Maggie O'Sullivan
The campus mourns the loss of
freshman Maggie O'Sullivan, who
tragically passed away on April 20

visit the fundraiser page on Facebook titled
"In Memory of Maggie O'Sullivan - ADPi
Alumnae for RMHC - Winston-Salem."
As of 11:30 p.m. on April 25, $3,295 have
been raised between 119 donors, surpassing
BY LILLIAN JOHNSON
the $500 goal.
NewsEditor
In addition, in lieu of flowers, Maggie's
johnlg16@wfu.edu
family is asking people to contribute a donation to Kennett Friends of Music. These
funds will go towards creating an annual
The Wake Forest community is grieving
award for a graduating senior at Kennett
the loss of Maggie O'Sullivan, a freshman
High School, where she graduated from.
from Kennett Square, PA, who tragically
This accolade will be named the Maggie
passed away the evening of Friday, April 20,
. O'Sullivan Ray of Light Award and will be
in her room in Johnson.
given to a student who exemplified the same
President Nathan O. Hatch announced
qualities as Maggie: love of life, friendship
her passing to the community via email
and ability to support others.
early in the morning on Saturday, April 21.
For those who wish to donate, checks can
"Maggie's passing is a loss for the entire
be
made payable to Friends of Music and
Wake Forest community," Hatch wrote.
mailed
to Kennett High School at 100 E.
"May' her family and friends find comfort
South Street, Kennett Square, PA 19348.
and support as they grieve her loss and reQuestions can be directed to Kristi Skross
member her life."
Morgan at kdskross@gmail.com.
Her death is unrelated to alcohol or to any
Visitation with Maggie's family and
form of self-harm, according to'a studentfriends will take place from 2:00 p.m. to
wide email from the Office of Communica4:00 p.m. and from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
tions and External Relations. According to
on Sunday, April 29 at the Kuzo & Grieco
her official obituary, on the Grieco Family
Funeral Home, located at 250 W State
Funeral Homes website, Maggie died due
Street in Kennett Square, PA. Her mass of
to complications from a flu-like virus.
Christian Burial will be held at 11 :00 a.m.
Following her death, on Saturday afteron Monday, April 30 at St. Patrick Catholic
noon the Counseling Center opened for
Church, located at 212 Meredith Street in
drop-in visits and the Office of the ChapKennett Square, PA.
lain hosted a community gathering in
Additionally, her parents will host a celReynolda. President Hatch encouraged that
ebration of Maggie's life on Friday, June
community members seek help if they need
15 at 4:00 p.m. in their home in Kennett
and to support one another.
~quare. ~ccording to her online obituary,
If MaggIe touched your life, you are wel"Each of us is affected by loss in different
come to join. Your stories are welcomed
ways and there is no right way to grieve,"
and encouraged."
Hatch wrote. "I encourage you to take care
At the memorial service on Wake Forest's
of yourselves and your fellow Deacs during
campus,
Maggie's close friend, freshman
this difficult time."
Jacks
Kernohan,
spoke on behalf of their
On Wednesday, April 25, a memorial
friend group, opting to share memories that
service was held in Wait Chapel to honor
represented who Maggie was as a person inMaggie's life. Many students, faculty and
stead of just describing her.
.
administrators attended the service. In atKernohan discussed how Maggie's roomtendance were also members of Maggie's
mate, freshman Corbett Foster, grew from'
family, including her mother, father, brotha
person who loves their personal space to
er and aunt.
constantly craving Maggie's presence in
Hatch opened the service, speaking on the
their room in Johnson.
impact that Maggie had on people and on
Kernohan also described a specific memthe Wake Forest community.
ory she shared with Maggie, in which the
"Her passing is a profound loss for all who
two were walking back to Johnson together.
knew her and all who never had the opporMaggie had been telling Kernohan how she
tunity to meet her," he said.
loved holding hands with her friends back
Featuring prayers, songs, Psalm readings
home and she immediately grabbed Kernaand personal orations, the memorial serhan's hand, holding it all the way back to
vice was powerful and moving. All of the
Johnson.
speakers focused on Maggie's personality
"K1aggie wasn't afraid to put herself out
and contributions to the community and to
there," Kernahan said. "She was an endless
those she knew.
source of comfort and she made sure you
Maggie was a tremendous advocate for
knew how much you meant to her."
feminism and women's rights. During her
Last to speak was Maggie's aunt, Jane
time at Wake Forest, she had been training
O'Sullivan, a Wake Forest alumnus of the
to become a PREPARE facilitator. In order
Photo courtesy of Alpha Delta Pi class of 1989.
to do so, Maggie was taking the required
Her aunt had been thrilled that her niece
"Maggie truly was a ray of sunshine," said . the Ronald McDonald House of Winston300-level Women's, Gender, and Sexuality
was coming to her alma mater. When she
Salem, Inc. The sorority regularly partners
Wake Forest's ADPi President and junior
studies class with Stephanie Trilling, profesfirst heard the news, O'Sullivan had wished
with
Ronald McDonald House for their
Elena Cage. "She brought happiness and
sor and assistant director of the Safe Office,
it had been at another university. As she furphilanthropy. 'In asking for donations and
positivity to everyone she knew. She emther reflected, recognizing that it would've
who also spoke at the service.
support, the description for the fundraiser
bodied everything ADPi values, and then
happened at any other university, she was
A friend of Maggie's, upon ending her
addresses
the community aspect that en- glad it was in a supportive community such
some. She inspired our members with her
speech at the service, said "Rest in Power"
as that of Wake Forest.
instead of the typical "Rest in Peace;" as a passion for feminism and taught us what it compasses a sorority.
"Help show the strength of this sistermeans to be powerful, strong women. Mag"1 will always have a Maggie-shaped hole
nod to Maggie's belief in feminism.
in my heart and 1 know that Wake Forest
Further, Maggie had completed the for- gie i.s one of the best sisters our chapter has hood, and that it is not just four years, but
truly for a lifetime," reads the description.
has an equally large Maggie-shaped hole in
mal recruitment process at the beginning of ever had and will ever have."
its heart," she said. "We can never fill it, but
Those who wish to donate to Ronald MeThe sisters of ADPi have started a fundthe semester and became a new member of
we
must try."
Donald
House
in
Maggie's
memory
can
raiser on Facebook in Maggie's memory for
the Alpha Delta Pi (ADPi) sorority.
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Concert: On-campus event to release pre-finals stress
Continued from Page 1
"Ultimately, we must apply for concert
funding through the Student Activity Fee
(SAF), so funding makes a huge impact
on who we are able to bring," Alpino said.
"Once we received our allotted dollar
amount, we looked at our survey results
for genre preferences, selected artists we

thought students would like and checked
to see if those artists were available."
Further, the concert will be free for students, only requiring that students RSVP.
Alpino said the accessibility of having the
concert be free, as well as on-campus, will
entice more students to attend.
Students, such as sophomore Jackson
Cogar, have also expressed concerns over

the lateness of the concert date with it being so close to finals.
"I think it's a bad idea to put the spring
concert on the last day of crass," Cogar
said. "Ideally, it would be on a weekend
not near finals, earlier in the semester."
However, Alpino believes that having
the concert is the best way to celebrate the
end of the semester as a community.

"LDOC is a day when most students
want to have some fun and take a break
before exams start," Alpino said.
"Student Union also wants to serve as
many students as possible. Many students want to have some fun, which can
boost our attendance, and allow our student body to come together as a community."

Fintech club adapts to a new monetary world
In addition to creating the website for
the competition and coming up with the
Bitcoin, blockchain and other individual trivia questions, the club has
been working closely with BEN to recruit
aspects of financial technology
participants, aiming for 50 domestic universities and 15 international to compete.
BY JULIA HAINES
.
"We are in the process of recruiting clubs
Editor-in-Chief
to return to the competition as well as gethainjm1s@wfu.edu
ting new clubs to join, as more and more
Whether students realize it or not, Bit- Fintech and blockchain clubs are founded
coin, cryptocurrency and financial tech- each year," said the club's founder and fornology (fintech) is on the rise, both on mer president, senior Teddy Yerdon.
campus and in the real world. Paypal can
"This will help establish the Wake Finbe used to pay for t-shirts and club dues, tech club as a leader in the college Fintech
Venmo to give a dollar or twO to a fundworld, and act as a great competitive learnraiser, and iPhone apps to trade stock and
ing experience for all involved," junior
transfer money.
William Abele said.
One club on campus, Wake Fintech,
In addition to planning the trivia comexists to not only educate students about
petition, the club hosts weekly meetings
the ins and outs of financial technology,
and offers members "Coffee and Crypto"
but also to compete in international trivia
trading sessions on Thursday mornings.
competitions, trade cryptocurrencies and
"It functions as a time during which
host speaker series related to the topic, all
people
who execute frequent intraday
while bringing blockchain education to
trades can freely exchange trading ideas,
campus.
According to sophomore Rob Michele, strategies, and thoughts about the market as a whole at that point," Abele said,
the club's current president, the purpose
of Wake Fintech is, "to inspire students who acts as the club's trade analyst and
merchandiser. Abelt is encouraged by the
to learn in.dependendy about applications
that are of interest to them ... and to learn growth he's seen in the club over its lifeabout the fundamental value of blockchain time at Wake Forest. "We have such passionate and dedicated members for our age
as a data rool."
who are genuinely excited about the blockLast year, they won the international
Blockchain Trivia Competition, hosted by chain paradigm shift that is occurring right
Blockchain Enterprise Network (BEN), now. Seeing things like Coffee and Crypto
and beat teams from MIT and UC Berke- manifest has been pretty coo!."
ley in the final rounds. This year, they are
Next semester, the club hopes to host a
one of the main forces behind organizing speaker series similar to one they hosted
the competition.
last fall, through which speakers from Mi-

Students

pursue

interest

•

in

'"

i

Wake Fintech is still in the process of recruiting and lncreaslnq its
influence to educate the campus about financial technology.
crosoft, ConsenSys and Storj.io came to
campus.
"It's important to us that Wake Forest is seen as an innovative and cuttingedge university in the eyes of employers
and outsiders in general and Wake Fintech has provided us with an avenue to
do help that 'recognition," Yerdon said.
Last semester, the club was invited
to attend several Fintech summits and
conferences,
including the Benzinga
Fintech Summit held in San Francisco.
Next semester, they want to continue
educating students and growing their
network.
"If you want t? make money trading

•

crypto, there is no better first step than
coming out to our meetings and educating yourself about what is happening
right now in the -space," Abelt said. "If
you already do trade, come out, get better, and get more knowledge from other
perspectives."
"In its roots Wake Fintech was designed to help promote a more innovative culture at Wake Forest," Yerdon
said. "If students are interested in the
future of the financial industry, have
questions about blockchain and cryptocurrency, or, are simply looking for an
opportunity _to share innovative ideas,
Wake Fintech is an excellent resource."

Photo courtesy of Wake Fintech

MelJlbers 9'. Wake FIn~~chgather weekly In the business school to diSCUSStrading cryptocurrencies. They have also been successful at
national tnvra competitions, where they outperformed Massachusetts Institute of Technology as well as University of California-Berkeley.
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Dining hall initiatives reduce food waste
Excessfood is either distributed
to community members through
Campus Kitchen or composted
BYWALLIS HERZOG
Contributing Writer
herzwn6@wfu.edu
A variety of initiatives have been implemented on the Wake Forest campus
to reduce food waste from the dining
halls and give back to the local community.
These plans are twofold but share the
goal of reducing the amount of food
ending up in landfills. First, partnering
with Campus Kitchen gives back to the
Winston-Salem community and second,
partnering with Gallins Family Farms to
compost gives back to the Earth.
"Inside of the Wake Forest bubble, I
think it is very easy to forget that Winston-Salem is ranked 16th nationally
for a number of families with children
reporting food insecurity, said Morgan
Briggs, procurement
chair of Campus
Kitchen. "Within one mile of our campus there are families who do not know
where their next meal is coming from."
According to the United States Department of Agriculture, Winston-Salem
is a food desert, meaning that areas in
the city are too far from grocery stores
for residents to have adequate access to
healthy food. Forsyth County is home
to 62,590 people who are food insecure,
which includes 25 percent of the county's children.
The solution to food insecurity is not
necessarily producing more food. The
agriculture industry is one of the biggest
producers of carbon emissions globally,
contributing about nine percent of emissions. Excessive emissions are rapidly
thinning the Earth's ozone, contributing
Lillian Johnson/Old Gold & Black
to climate change.
Although people are hungry, over one The North Campus Dining Hall is equipped with machinery
feasible, but the Pit is not.
third of all food produced is never eaten. to make food composing
According to the Office of Sustainability,
Wake Forest's dining halls are an intenumerous cups and plates as they atit is estimated that if more people adopt
gral
part of the Wake Forest experience.
tempt to multi task.
a plant-based diet, compost organic matThe Pit, specifically, with its long tables,
"I always incorporate the options from
ter and reduce food waste by 50 percent,
different stations into one meal: I'll
carbon emissions could be reduced by offers space for large groups of friends
to gather between classes. The variety of make a salad from the salad bar, add a
70.53 gigatons by 2050.
buffet-style stations offer the opportuniThe sustainable partnerships
Wake
fried egg from the egg line, and top it
ty to try new dishes and gather multiple
Forest has cultivated require daily comwith vegetables from the vegan station,"
mitments and action over time to be ef- plates of food. Students often lounge in said sophomore Sarah Elia.
fective.
the booths doing work, surrounded by
The North Campus Dining Hall was

built with food waste reduction in mind.
A composter in the kitchen grinds all
scraps and leftovers and then shoots
them out a pipe to be bagged for Gallins.
The Pit, however, is not equipped with
the same machinery, so one of the most
important steps in the process is screening the compost piles for contaminants.
"You wouldn't believe some of the
things we find in the piles," said Pete
Gallins, the owner and operator of the
farm. ''A huge part of the education process is getting people to understand what
is and isn't compostable."
This composting program began in
2013. Since then, almost 400 tons of
compost have been collected for Gallins
in the dining halls. The finished fertilizer is bagged and sold to local farms and
gardeners.
The Office of Sustainability is working
to educate students more about compost
and food waste reduction practices.
"Whatever a student leaves on their
plate in the North Dining Hall, as long
as it doesn't have contaminants in it,
can be sent out through a process to the
compost bin," said John Wise, associate
vice president of hospitality and auxiliary services. "In the Pit, pre-consumer
waste is composted in the same way, but
where we need help from students is to
minimize plate waste, because we don't
have a system in place to handle postconsumer waste yet."
When students are mindful about how
much food goes on a plate, they contribute to the prepared food that is redistributed by Campus Kitchen.
"Food is prepared in batches, but if it
doesn't go out to the line, it gets sourced
to Campus Kitchen, and then to community food needs," Wise said.
Between 2006 and 2016, Campus
Kitchen redistributed
almost 400,000
pounds of produce and prepared food to
the community. About 35 people are fed
daily through cooking shifts now, and 20
to 25 more get food through redistribution.
"[Through Campus Kitchen.] I have
gained a greater understanding of the
challenges faced by a community stricken by hunger," Briggs said. "I have developed empathy for those who do not
know where their next meal is coming
from."

OUTSIDETHE BUBBLE
White House hosts France's Em- Duchess of Cambridge delivers third
manuel Macron for first state dinner child and fifth in line to the throne
President Donald Trump hosted French President Emmanuel Macron and his wife Brigitte for the administration's
first state dinner on April 23. In a break with precedent, no
Democrats from Congress were invited. Instead, the guest
list consisted of Republican lawmakers and businesspeople
such as Apple CEO Tim Cook.
On April 24, Macron addressed a joint session of Congress.
Over the course of a 50-minute speech, he said he was "sure"
that the U.S. would one day return to the Paris Climate Accord and that it would not abandon the nuclear deal with
Iran.

Kate Middleton, the Duchess of Cambridge, delivered a
baby boy on April 23 in St. Mary's Hospital in London. He
is the third child for her and Prince William and the fifth in
line to the throne.
The child will follow Prince Charles, Prince William, Prince
George and Princess Charlotte in the royal line of succession,
and will supersede Prince Harry. Changes to the Succession
to the Crown Act in 2013 removed male bias, meaning that
Princess Charlotte is the first royal daughter to go before her
younger brother in the line of succession. The child's name
has yet to be.released. .

Justices vote on travel ban in
Supreme Court case
A 15-month legal battle over President Donald
Trump's efforts to impose a ban on travel to the U.S.
from several majority-Muslim countries received a
five-member conservative majority vote on April 25,
signaling it was ready to approve a revised version of
the plan.
Immigration activists hoped that Chief Justice
John Roberts or Justice Anthony Kennedy would
join liberal justices to oppose the ban. However,
their questioning was almost uniformly hostile to
the ban's opponents.
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ut Books can be donated instead of sold
Continued from Page 1
1n recent years, usrainabil iry efforts
have become a more important focus
among university
administrators
narionwidc. According to the Association
for Advan cmcnt of usrainabiliry in
Higher Educacion (AA HE), more than
601 higher institutions. primarily in the
United
tate,
have become AASHE
m mbers. lhese inscirutions'
u rainability effort. arc now asse sed by AA HE and are given a grade based on the
usrainability Tracking, A e rnent and
Rating y rem ( TAR ).
The e efforts have not been limited
to universitie,
a companies
within
the bu iness sector, like Walmart, have

taken steps to decrease negative environmental impacts related to waste and
carbon emission. These efforts are both
cost-effective for businesses and helpful
in decreasing the use of non-renewable
resources.
One such business,
Better World
Books, works closely with Wake Forest
to collect book donations from Wake
Forest students. In 2017, Better World
Books collected 2,555 pounds of books
from Wake Forest for resale or donation.
"Our model has evolved over the
years," said Dustin Holland, Vice President of Global ales and Marketing at
Better World Books. "We used to have a
group of college kids who would coordinate book drives at college campuses all

over the country, bur over the past few venient location, and you can just drop
years, we have begun establishing stratethem right there," Cohen said.
Though guaranteeing
that each stugic relationships [with administrations]
on college campuses."
dent plans carefully and acts considerWhen Better World Books re-sells a ately when moving our at the end of the
book donated by Wake Forest, a porschool year is unfeasible, through protion of the proceeds go to the Augustine
viding more information in advance of
Literacy Project, which supports literacy
the move-out period and streamlining
efforts among low-income children in the process by which students can move
Winston-Salem.
out in the most environmentally-friendThe Office of Sustainability
ensures
ly way possible, the Office of Sustainthat students can seamlessly make donaability considers progress in this area to
tions to Better World Books during their
be more attainable.
move-out process.
"Outreach is constantly evolving. We
"Most students will go to try to sell are looking at what works and what does
their books back, and if they will not
not work," Cohen said. "It is simply a
take them back, or they offer you a price
matter of reaching as many students as
that's not worth it, the bins are in a conpossible."

The Dining Dilemmas event explores health issues
Topics explored included bioethics,
single-payer healthcare and the
historical context of the 1918 flu
BY JOSIAH LOW
Contributing Writer

lowjkl4@wfu.edu
n Wednesday, April 17, Wake Forest
students and faculty gathered at the Reynolda Hou e for thi semester's Dining Dilemmas event.
The e events, designed to bring together
member of the Wake Forest community
interested in bioethical dilemmas such as
universal insurance and patient confidentiality, arc eagerly anticipated every semester
by their attendees.
"1 feel like it's a unique opportunity to
talk with both peer who are interested in
healrhcare as well as experts on the panel,"
said enior Kat B k. As a premedical student, Be k i personally invested in applying
Ie on from the e discus ions to her future
reer. "It' important to stay informed and
debate th e thing, and it's a huge part of
making ure your patients get the best care
possible," Be k aid.

Yianni Bakaes, also a senior premedical
student, likewise looks forward to each new
Dining Dilemmas event.
"It's a good meal. I enjoy the topics," he
said, stating that it's become routine for him
to sign up once he receives the registration
link every semester.
In the past, Dining Dilemmas events have
explored such topics as telehealrh, healthcare as a right and single-payer healthcare.
This semester, the series' steering committee
settled on the 1918 flu - or, more colloquially, the Spanish flu - as the topic of
interest.
The flu, which, by some estimates, killed
ome 100 million people as it worked
its way from America around the world,
spawned a host of bioethical debates that
provided ample fodder for the event's attendees to analyze.
Three opening talks helped frame the discussion to follow: Dr. Simone Caron, a history professor, began with a presentation of
the historical context of the 1918 flu. Dr.
Pat Lord, a biology professor and an advisor
of the Dining Dilemmas steering committee, followed with an introduction to the
biology of the flu.

Dr. Christine Coughlin, a legal writing
professor with the Wake Forest School of
Law, capped off the opening notes by laying
out legal issues encountered when the world
initially reacted to the 1918 Bu, as well as
when, in present day, similar problems are
faced by modern society.
With the foundations for discussion in
place, attendees proceeded to work through
a series of questions displayed prominently
for all on the screen at the front of the room.
These questions, ranging from "should
people who have been exposed to a potentially pandemic disease but do not show
symptoms be quarantined against their
will?" to "should the government be allowed
to prevent the publication of research to
protect national security interests?" elicited
a wide spectrum of responses from attendees.
Some took a measured stance, arguing,
for instance, for case by case reviews of potential quarantine subjects. Others, however, countered that such a process would
prove too unwieldy to be practical, advocating instead for the ability to unilaterally enforce quarantine.
Opinions were similarly spread with re-
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gards to subjects of bioterrorism and censorship.
Ali Eakes, a senior premedical student
and member of the steering committee, sees
such diversity of opinion as a valuable aspect
of the Dining Dilemmas series.
"These events bring people together,"
Eakes said. "It's important to think about
[these topics] even if you're not going into
medicine."
Ultimately, the event ended without any
sort of consensus as to objectively correct
solutions for the issues set forth. However,
such solutions are not the intended product
of the Dining Dilemmas.
"What I like about Dining Dilemmas is
having science-based discussions regarding
health policies or events that I don't learn
about in classes," said junior Caity Malisse.
"I thought today was very insightful and
brought up many ethical dilemmas that are
relevant in today's healthcare system."
Complex bioethical issues might be impossible to solve within a semesterly twohour dinner. However, facilitating their
discussion within communities like Wake
Forest isn't a bad place to start.

white enrollment

2015

2016
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Deacon Profile: Maren Morris
BY NATALIE ALMS
Contributing Writer
almsnj16@wfu.edu
.Not many college students can recall a
~me when they were sitting in their car,
ressed as Elsa from Frozen between stints
at cbild.
1 aren 's parties getting some homework
doone.
Sophomore Maren Morris isn't like most
hollege students. During high school and
er freshman year at 'Wake Forest she ran
~~o di.f:rent'princess companies, Z:heregirls
l.esse asprmcesses go to various events. She
a so dressed as a princess herself.
Tel.lme a little bit about how you got
you tnvolved in "princessing."
Freshman year of high school, my youth
g~ouP was planning to go on a mission
trrp to Costa Rica. We had an auction,
a.nd we all had to provide a service to auction ?ff. Some people were doing lawnmdwlI~g and babysitting, and my friend
an I Just got to brainstorming.
We were like, "you know what? What if
e offered a one-off princess apfearance
.or free? Someone will bid on it. We did
H ,and after that one party, it just kind
o f took off.

It was very bittersweet. I had a really
bad case of mono the summer before this
year started and I went on medical leave.
Even though I was on medical leave, I
was kind of doing parties on the weekends just as a way to retain some sort of
normalcy. Plus, it was just an escape to
get out of my pajamas and put on a corset, makeup and a wig.
In September, with my health, I felt
like God was telling me it's time to close
this chapter. And I was very confused by
that, because like you said, it's such a big
part of my life.
I felt like God was telling me, "I know
you love this, but it's time for you to pursue other things." It's just the end of one
chapter and the beginning of another.
Have you found any other outlets that
allow you the same ability to escape, or
be someone else?

One of the reasons that I felt kind of
called away from it is that I have always
wanted to act, ever since I was little.
As much as I love the princesses, playing Cinderella isn't going to help you
learn how to create layers of a character
as if you're going to play a serial killer.
(Laughs).
I had to step aside from that structure
of playing a princess. So, I'm finding new
k What. was the driving motivation to ways to continue to hone the acting thinp
eep with the business?
and delve into new characters that don t
have the bottom-line princess thing.
f I've always had a fascination with the
I'm doing a lot of short films here on
e characters at Disney World and I've campus. I'm in a web series for Wake TV,
a ways loved acting too, so it seemed like which is coming out in a few weeks. And
a good melding of the two.
next year I am going to try to get into
Honestly, you get paid, but that was not
some theater stuff more because I haven't
~ven the main reason that I wanted to do been feeling well enough to do that this
It. Being able to see these kids who
year.
Were just as obsessed with the princessI love to write too, so that's another
S as I was and still am, who just get so outlet.
yped over it - was an awesome thing.
To come up with a story and all of these
But from an acting standpoint, it is so different characters and live through
cool to put on this dress and this wig and
them in different ways - that's also been
gOlferform. For an hour, you're not youranother way to manifest it. I think the
se ,you're Ariel or Cinderella.
writing and the acting go hand-in-hand
with understanding the character, their
Which is magical.
story, and their backgrounds.

r

r

h

It is magical. (Laughs).
It sounds like being able to be someone else other than yourself is part of
the appeal.
. ,Yeah. I'm always curious to see what
It s like to be someone else and be a part
of t.he~rstories. I think it's just an innate
CUflOSItyof stories, of the world and of
people. That's the driving force.
I understand you had some health
struggles last year. You took medical
leave for a semester and stopped "princessing" completely. What was it like
to stop doing something that was such
a big part of your life?

Finally, I have to ask, since it seems
like you take the time to really think
about these characters. Who is your favorite princess?
I didn't play her much. She doesn't get
much love anymore because she's old. But
Snow White has always been my favorite.
Everyone always gives me crap for it
and I'm like, "hold up. Her stepmother
tried to kill her."
Snow White, through all the adversity,
maintained the most positive attitude
and retained kindness and didn't let anything, any struggles, create any sort of
bitterness in her. I have always admired
that positivity. I've seen how there are
things that she does that I would like to
fit into my own life.

Underage Consumption/Intoxication
• Offender was intoxicated and disruptive and kicked
the person trying to treat him. The report was filed on
Apr. 18 at 12:21 a.m.
• Offender cited by ALE outside of Last Resort for
underage consumption. The report was filed on Apr. 20
at 10:00 a.m.
• Offender had consumed alcohol and was transported
from Collins to WFUBM C. The report was filed on Apr.
21 at 2:15 a.m.

Larceny
• Unknown subjectts) removed student's rental bike
fromAngelou. The report was filed on Apr. 22 at 7:00 p.m.
• Unknown subjects took a small bone from a locked
office in Winston. The report was filed on Apr. 20 at
11:21 a.m.
• Offender took victim's Deacon OneCard from
Shorty's. The report was filed on Apr. 17 at 9:59 p.m.
• Unknown subjecrfs) removed an employee time dock
from a golf cart. The report was filed on Apr. 17 at 1:51
p.m.

Photos courtesy of Maren Morris

• Unknown subjectts) removed a table our of the fourth
floor lounge in Magnolia. The report was filed on Apr.
16 at 9:51 a.m.
Miscellaneous
• Victim's parked vehicle was struck by a stray baseball,
breaking the windshield. The report was filed on Apr.
21 at 6:55 p.m.
• Offender was involved in an altercation in which
they sustained minor injuries from an unknown male,
who he refused to identify. The report was filed on Apr.
18 at 12:04 p.m.
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Letter from the Editor

Appreciating the value of open conversation
A privilege that comes with a position
on the Editorial Board of the Old Gold
6- Black is the opportunity to meet with
and question President Hatch roughly
once a month. President Hatch is a great
sport in these engagements, and while
we work to keep the meetings lighthearted, inevitably some difficult questions are asked. Though I may not always agree with what the president says,
he always seems to respond to our board
with a commendable
degree of candor
and tact.
In our first meeting of the semester,
President Hatch told us that a theme
this academic year, especially for the
class of 2021, has been "rethinking
community." Our little community has
certainly faced what seems to be an u~usually high number of challenges t.hls
semester from a campus shooting
and a racist video recording at the beginning, to compl~ints abou.t perceived
failures of the bias reporting system
that resulted in a stu?ent beit;tg interviewed on Fox News III the middle, to
a blog post-turned-mass
email that told
students that they were "not safe here"
and the unexpected death of a first-year
student in her dorm room. Surely, many
students have rethought our community
these past few mont~lS, albeit p~o~ably
not in a manner which the administracion had imagined or hoped for.
In our most recent meeting with Pres-

As our campus has been shaken
by adversity, students have taken pen to paper in orderto openly grapple with ... realities."
ident Hatch, which occurred this past
Monday, my colleague, Sports Editor
Lizzie Snyder, asked if there is going to
be a different theme this coming year,
broadly for the campus and specifically
for the incoming class of2022. President
Hatch gave a very interesting and timely
response to this question. Accordin$ to
him, next year's theme will be a call
to conversation."
More specifically, he
would like to see our campus become
more of a "model of conversation in a
world that is so deeply polarized."
When President Hatch made this declaration, I was extremely pleased. The
vision he has laid out for our school, one
where students' opinions can be comfortably voiced in a time where it seems
there is little public consensus and deep
political cleavages, is one that I share.
Generally
speaking,
I would refer
to myself as a free speech absolutist.
Though I can think ofa few very minor
caveats, I am always liable to support
the unmitigated dispersion of ideas and
open conversation,
no matter if those
ideas are obviously vile, vulgar or stupid. This love of expression is the reason

that I sought the position of Opinion
Editor. I cherish the fact that we live
in a time and a place where the free
exchange of ideas is possible. I think
we can attribute much of our nation's
success and continued improvement
to
the First Amendment,
which codifies
and protects free speech, an unalienable
right. Perhaps the ultimate responsibility of the Opinion Editor at the OGB
is to propagate open, diverse conversations. Therefore, it is a position tailored
to my guiding principles, and one that I
am proud to hold.
President Hatch argued that a key reason he is making free speech central to
the coming school ,ear is because we are
living in an "age 0 distrust and polemic." Certainly, this section has seen its
share of crass vitriol this semester that
feeds into this narrative, from conservatives writing about oversensitivity and
racial bias, liberals writing about the
poor journalistic practices of a conservative campus publication and everything
in between.
This past semester, even I have penned
some articles that, upon reflection, I
still fundamentally
agree with, but wish
were written in a manner less condescending and dismissive of my ideological adversaries. However, despite the occasional virulence of my peers and me, I
think that this past semester, the DGB's
opinion section has served as a case

study into the value of open dialogue
and a blueprint for President Hatch's
vision. As our campus has been shaken
by adversity, students have taken pen to
paper in order to openly grapple with
harsh, difficult realities, and sometimes
even with one another. This intellectual
back and forth is not only valuable, but
in fact necessary if Wake Forest is to
consider itself an institution
of higher
learning committed
to free-wheeling
conversation and the unfettered dispersion of ideas.
I applaud our authors, readers and
even our nastiest online commenters for
engaging with the OGB's opinion section this past semester. As always, this
coming semester I will remain committed to publishing articles on a first
come, first serve basis, regardless of my
personal opinions, because at the end
of the day, my job is not to ideologically tailor the section, but to procure
a diverse range of campus opinions. I
am extremely proud of the work my colleagues and I have done these past few
months, and I am looking forward to
working with the rest of the staff to put
together a similarly diverse and captivating section in the fall.
Sincerely,
Ethan Bahar
Opinion Editor

Greek Life

Greek life wields too much power on campus
The high price and rigid structure of the system promotes
Greek hegemony
Natalie Alms
Guest Columist
almsnj16@wfu.edu
The Sixth Circle blog post and email that
circulated among Wake Forest students
prompted some conversation on the Greek
system here at Wake Forest by its direct, even
gleeful, targeting of the "Tri Delrs and Dekes
of the world" and their "monetized grip over
our social life."
Although the dramatics and scare tactics of
the email have been the main elements that
caught the attention of the student body,
these rabble-rousers are not wrong that the
Greek system needs to undergo some collective soul-searching. The willingness of
Greeks themselves to think critically about
the system which they take ~art in is a prerequisite to any meanmgful dialogue.

••

There must be a better way
to find friends at college, to
do service work and to throw
parties."

Many sorority sisters and fraternity brothers would agree that the Greek system has
p~pable problems with sexism, and it is not
difficult to find examples: Sigma Chi's Derby
Days, the pervasiveness of sexual assault, the
mandate from nationals that women sororities cannot host parties with alcohol - the
list goes on.
However, many in Greek life may have a
more difficult time accepting that perhaps
there are other institutional problems with
Greek life and the system here at Wake Forest. While it may be uncomfortable to discuss these problems, and Greek life surely
offers some real benefits, the power of Greek
life in shaping the lives of all students on
campus mandates that these conversations be
ventured. As someone outside of the Greek
system, I can attest alongside the majority of
Wake Forest students that Greek life touches
all students. Some might even venture to say

that it has a monopoly on social life here. In
and of itself, that is fine.
What makes the Greek system and its influence on campus problematic are problems of
~ccess.~e excessiv~dues, fines ~d expenses
involved m Greek life mean that it is not an
o~en system. Sure, there are some scholarships, but generally, only those of a certain
economic standing are able to buy into the
system.
What do they get with their purchase?
They get the social standing, a place on campus, a network for their time in college and
beyond. They get membership to groups that
hold enormous power at this university, ~iven
the number and wealth of Greek alumni and
students. And this power extends beyond the
university as well.
The fact that membership in these groups
on campus is predicated on the ability to pay
means that they replicate the stratification
across classes in the United States itsel£
Is that what we want for our college careers?
Doesn't Wake Forest pride itself on stretching
the minds and horizons of its students? How
can it do that if the main way to have a successful career her~ is dependent on being able
to p'~yyour way into this system? And disregaramg these problems, does Greek life really
do students that much good once they are in?

Although, to many, joining Greek life
seems like a requirement to have an adequate
social life on campus, and to many the benefi.tsand pos.itive elements of Greek life make
this worth It, others still see problems. So
many of my Greek-affiliated friends have
voiced their concerns. Isn't it strange how we
self-se~regate into groups of similar people?
Doesn t this make me blind to some of the
possibilities of getting to know other types of
people? Isn't it uncomfortable to go through
the rush process, to so harshly judge and be
judged?
There must be a better way to find friends
at college, to do service work and to throw
parties. Why does it have to be based on the
ability to pay, and on the ability to moderate your own behavior to fit that of whatever
fraternity or sorority you join?
Whats the answer to this problem? I'm
not sure. But I think that some existential introspection on the part of the Greeks themselves would be a good start. Surely, Greek
life has real benefits. But also has some fundamental problems with access that need to
be addressed given the amount of sway these
groups hold on campus. Being uncomfortable is no good reason to delay or forgo these
conversations, however difficult they may be.
d·
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Drunk Authorship

Praise of drunken authorship is gendered
There are a group of drunk
female writers, but they do
not get lionized the way
the male ones do ... "

While men are lauded for their
intoxicated screeds, women
cannot enjoy similar acclaim

Kyle Ferrer
Staff Columnist
ferrka16@wfu.edu

In my last column, I wrote about my
attraction
to alcoholic
writers, those
writers who apparently use drink to illuminate the genius within them. Their
essential humanity,
their tapped-into
selves, by means of generative drink,
hold a certain attraction
for me. My
bourgeois life seems nobly shattered by
the tumultuousness
of writers outside
the insulation of the social self. Their
appeal is in their brokenness, their ability to grip the broken pieces and shake
OUt of them lyric. As Yeats said, "out
of the quarrel with others we make
rhetoric; out of the quarrel with ourselves, poetry." John Cheever, Raymond
Carver, John Berryman, et. al. appear to
quarrel with themselves so violently and
With such destructive persistence,
that
t?ey have come to epitomize this YearSian sentiment.
But there is something to be said for

the utter maleness of this sentiment. Is
it assumed, and chronicled as such, that
all the alcoholic writers are male, that
their genius spawns fro~ t?eir for~ed
cult of virility. These wrrter s fight With
darkness produces great art ~ecaus~. of
their sturdy male spirit and Its abl!lty
to stay in, write from, and fight Wlt~,
state of disturbed,
phallocentnc
~adness. To quote Leslie Jamison, we
"fetishize [drunken
dysfunction's]
relationship to genius," as if "the bright
surfaces of the world were all false, and
the desperate drunk ~pac~, underg.round
was where the truth lived. But this outof_the-darkness-comes-light
idea is undergirded by the noti~n that out o~ the
dark, masculine energies produce lIl?ht.
Drunken genius is only made possible
through the lens of ma!eness:
.
I
Malcolm
Lowry s qumtessentlal
novel about the life of a drunkard, his
hero, the Consul, expounds the gender divide native to the drunken, male
. s: "A woman could not know the
genlU .
.'
.
perils the complications, yes the Importance' of a drunkard's life." One could
make easy parallels to Abstract Expres-

sionism, yet another art surrounded
by
the mythology
of both maleness and
drunkenness.
The gestural virility of
Pollock and De Kooning seems apt;
the emotional
depth and darkness of
Rothko is shot through with the emotional earnestness of a John Berryman.
The Abstract Expressionists,
with their
artistic flicks and gashes, dark planes
and deep color, turned masculinity into
a performative art.
There are a group of drunk female
writers, but they do not get lionized
the way the male ones do, except maybe
Jean Rhys.There is a dissonance between
the genders. Marguerite
Duras wrote:
"When a woman drinks, it's as if an animal were drinking, or a child." When
women become as married to booze as
men, they are seen as shirking duties
(that of the stereotypical domestic economy) or as acting with immature recklessness. It is a story told with condescension, not the sadness mottled with
admiration
that comes with drunken
male epics. The story of a female drunk
(a label indicative of the divide, since it
is not simply "a drunk," but the female
version of something
mostly considered male) is a critical one. For women,
"their drinking was less like the antidote
to their own staggering wisdom - catalyst or salve for the Virgils of the fallen
world - and more like self-indulgence

or melodrama, hysteria, a gratuitous affliction." In a word, female drinking is
not "important,"
it does not dictate or
have a place in the literary canon of the
"Old Drunk Legends." It is seen as an
act of unappealing spectacle, unwanted
self-promotion
or forceful clutchings
toward entrance into a men's club.
Thomas de Quincey, in Confessions
of an English Opium-Eater,
says "It is
absurdly said, in popular language, of
any man, that he is disguised in liquor;
on the contrary, most men are disguised
by sobriety." This quote is emblematic
of two things: the drunken writer as
constructing
the portal to genius with
booze, and the drunken writer as doing
these things by virtue of his privileged
maleness. Why women have been excluded from this mostly male mythology is yet another obvious and problematic barrier to living on equal footing.
A drinking
woman
has, as Jamison
says, "violated the central commandment of her gender, Thou shalt care for
others," and is shown as a repulsive solipsist. Men are shown to be disturbed
geniuses.
The dichotomy is another
pollution
of gender relations, and the
creativity purportedly
connected
with
alcohol may be a narrative farce anyway. It seems idiotic not to point out
the differences between the perception
of male and female drinkers. It is also
idiotic that there is a difference at all.

Muller Investigation

It isvital that Congress grants Muller protection
If the President fires the special counsel, our country would
face a constitutional crisis
Amanda Wilcox
Staff Columnist
wilcaf16@wfu.edu

Over the course of the 2016 election,
R~ssia attacked us right at. home - n~f
wirh guns or missiles b.ut With weapon~
Information warfare aimed at weakenlllg
our country; Western allies an.d de~ocratic process. For months now, mvestlgators
led by special counsel Robert Mueller have
examined whether Donald Trumps campaign conspired with the Russian g?vernrnenr and whether the president misused
his power by obstruc.tin& justice in an effort to end the investigation.
Until recently, Trump showed some restraint _ by his stanaards, anyway. He
and his lawyers cooperated with Mueller
and he never tweeted directly at the sPI~cial counselor spoke about him
rm iin pu b IC
unless asked.
.
However
currently t h e preslid en t IS
drastically ~scalating his rhetoric towardJ
Mueller and deputy attor~ey general Rfal
Rosenstein, wlio supervises ~he spec
counsel. Trump is like a Geiger coun-

"

This isn't just about Trump,
and it's bigger even. than
collusion or obstruction of
justice."

. when he emits increasingly frequent
ter;
h'
mg
al arms, he signals thatdiwe are approac
Id
a dangerous and ra roacnve me t . own.
He is said to be furio~s abou~ the inves. tion of his campaign, which he calls
tlga I
"h
h
"an attack on the country - a p ~ase. e
has not used to descri.be the ~usslan mterference in our election. It IS ~y guess
that Trump will order Rosenste!n to .fire
Mueller or attempt to curb the investigation at some point in the near future. He
rna also fire Rosenstein or Attorney GenerJJeff Sessions in a Richard Nixon-esque
Saturday Night Massacre.
The risk of any of these actions demands
to be reckoned with. Trump already attempted to fire Mueller twice -last
June
ecember
when
reports
surfaced
an d D
l'd
that the special coun~e wa~ c~nsl er. g a possible obstruction of Justice case
examining his business dealings with
Deutsche Bank, respectively. Members of
Congress have already done a good de~
of hand-wringing in response to t~e presIdent's tirades. The most constructive step
so far, though, has been a bipartisan co~promise bill co-authored
~ens. Chris
Coons (D-DE), Thorn Tillis (R-NC),
Cory Booker (D-NJ) and Lindsey Gra-

';a

br

ham (R-SC). This bill, called the Special
Counsel Independence and Integrity Act,
specifies that a special counsel may only be
fired for "good cause" by a senior Department ofJustice official.
This bill faces great hurdles in its path
to a vote, however. Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell (R-KY) has said unequivocally, "We will not be having this on the floor
of the Senate." Fortunately, Senate Judiciary Committee chairman Sen. Chuck
Grassley (R-IA) has said that he will tee up
the bill for a markup and vote in his committee anyway. "Obviously the views of
the majority leader are important to consider, but they do not govern what happens here in the Judiciary Committee," he
said. "If consideration on the floor was the
standard for approving a bill in committee
or not, we wouldn't probably be moving
any bills out of this committee."
If the bill somehow does make it to the
floor, it probably will have trouble gathering enough support to pass (some Republicans have doubted its constitutionality),
and even then, the errant president would
have no reason to sign it. But I disagree
with McConnell's assessment that it is unnecessary. A vote would put every Senator
on record as to whether or not they are
willing to check the president's power over
a factual, fair, independent
and coldly
apolitical investigation by a career public
servant. Republicans may tire of what feels
like an endless investigation that is impeding their ability to execute their agenda,

but it has already yielded great benefit to
the country, including the indictments of
13 Russians and three companies for undermining our electoral process. The overwhelming majority of Americans want
Mueller to keep his job, and how Republicans respond to threats to his investigation
co~ld determine whether or not they keep
them.
Recall the Watergate affair, and how
close Nixon came to surviving it. He was
forced ~rom office only because enough
Republican leaders recognized the legitima~ of the investigation and stood up
to him. And even then, it took the revelat~on of incri~inating
recordings. We
don t have recordings - yet. But it is still
of critical importance that all members of
Congress, regardless of party, recognize
the legitimacy of Mueller's investigation
by simply allowing a vote. As members of
the electorate, we deserve to know, before
we cast our ballots this November, which
of our representatives are willing to hold
the president to lawful scrutiny, just like
the rest of us.
There is a Latin phrase that is famous
in legal circles: "Fiat justitia ruat ca:lum"
translates to "let justice be done, though
the heavens fall." In other words, the law
must be followed wherever it leads, no
matter what. This isn't just about Trump,
and it's bigger even than collusion or obstruction of justice. This is about whether
we live in a countty where no one is above
the law, including the president.
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Final Thoughts

Reflecting on four years at the OGB
My experience as a student
journalist has been invaluable and rewarding

Kyle Tatich
Senior Writer
tatika14@wfu.edu

My fascination with colleg~ ?~wspapers
began as a kid, growing up VISItIngUNC
Chapel Hill for football and basketball
games.
.
Picking up a copy of the D_ady TarH~el
became a habit and the reading of stones
important to a collegiat~ campus instilled in
me a curiosity for anything college related.
So when I was accepted to my number
one choice, Wake Forest, I was excited to
get involved on campus, but really had no
intention of joining the Old Gold & Black. I
had many academic interests and knew that
I would likely lack the time to take journalism classes, which I thought would be a requirement for getting involved with Wake
Forest's student publication of more than
100 years.
But when I stopped by the OGlfs table at
the activities fair I learned that joining Wake
Forest's student newspaper could be a great
way to make friends and get involved.
My freshman year featured a ,,wee~y column, "Last week in the ACC which reported on the most notable stories within
the conference during the football and basketball seasons. Once I began editing the
Sports section I started to take on some important assignments, as well as a share of the
football and basketball beats.
I will never forget meeting fellow editor
Ryan Johnston for the first time, or attending Wake Forest basketball's media day to
interview Codi Miller-Mcintyre,
Devin
Thomas and coach Danny Manning as a

each facet of Wake Forest. Working alongside McKenzie Maddox gave me the opportunity to become a better leader and taught
me invaluable lessons about working as a
team and motivating others.
Late production nights became the highlights of my weeks and the friendships
preview for the 2014-15 season, the first of formed on the fifth floor of Benson gave me
the Manning era.
an identity and purpose on this campus.
Later in the year, as I continued to edit
In my four years writing for the Old Gold
the Sports section, I was given the opportu&Black I traveled to cover the football team
nity to cover the ACC Tournament. Sitting
at Notre Dame, Clemson, North Carolina,
courtside and conversing with writers from
Georgia Tech and Appalachian State, as well
other schools showed me just how lucky I as both bowl games - Annapolis's Military
was to attend a school like Wake Forest. "So Bowl and Charlotte's Belk Bowl. For baslet me get this straight, you are a freshman
ketball I sat courtside three years in a row
with no intention of pursuing journalism
at Duke's Cameron Indoor Stadium while
long-term, and you get to cover the ACC
also traveling to North Carolina, NC State,
Tournament," they would ask me. "I've Louisville, Boston College and UNCC to
waited years for this opportunity."
report on the Deacs.
Afrer having this exact conversation with
I interviewed notable coaches such as
at least half of the student reporters in at- Mike Krzyzewski, Roy Williams, Jim
tendance at the ACC Tournament I realized Boeheim, Rick Pitino, Dabo Swinney and
that Wake Forest is truly a special place and jimbo Fisher, in addition to Dave Clawson
that writing for the Old Gold & Blaa: could
and Danny Manning.
mean having my own four-year journalism
Some other highlights of my time recareer.
porting for the OGB included catching up
It was in that moment that I decided I with former Demon Deacons at three NBA
wanted to make the most of my time with
games - two in Charlotte when the Horthe OGB. In the years that followed I trannets hosted both Chris Paul and the Clipsitioned to leading the Sports section with
pers and John Collins and the Hawks, and
my colleague, Ryan Johnston, and even a third in Boston, when Jeff Teague and the
spent time as the Print Managing Editor
Timberwolves visited the Celtics the night
during the year of our centennial volume.
before the Deacs took on Boston College.
Taking on this role as an underclassman,
As a celebration of our centennial volume
joining Editor-in-chief and fellow sophoand a chance to talk with some of Wake
more McKenzie Maddox, was a tremenForest's greatest athletes, I also had the opdous learning opportunity, especially since portunity to visit Carolina Panthers' trainit marked the first time in recent Wake Foring camp and catch up with Demon Deaest history that two underclassmen would
con great, Ricky Proehl.
lead the OGB. Copy editing each page of
Interviewing some of the greatest coaches
the paper as Print Managing Editor meant
and players associated with Wake Forest
developing a greater awareness of the events sports was truly a highlight of my experitaking place on campus and gaining a wide
ence with the OGB, but it wasn't the only
range of perspectives on campus issues, and
one. In 2016 I had the opportunity to dig
reading opinions submitted by students,
through our archives and write a piece that
faculty and administrators
representing
reflected on the career of Tim Duncan, fol-

"That

Wake Forest would fail
properly to compensate the faculty and staff ... who do the most
to make it thrive ... is scandal."

lowing his retirement that summer. Republishing some of the words written about
Duncan during his college days, and piecing it together with my own reflection made
for one of my favorite atticles for the OGB.
One of the greatest honors I had while
working for the OGB was helping lead the
charge on a commemorative edition for
golfer and global icon, Arnold Palmer, who
died in 2016. Writing my own legacy piece
for arguably the most famous Demon Deacon of all time, while also collecting the reflections of President Nathan O. Hatch and
the Wake Forest men's golf team was the
best way to celebrate the life and legacy of
our most famous alumnus.
As I reflect on my four years writing for
the OGB I realize there are a number of individuals that have made my experience as
positive as it has been. To Steve Shutt and
Steve Kirkland of Wake Forest Athletic
Communications, thank you for being supportive of me and the rest of the OGB. I
truly appreciated the way you accommodated my requests, answered my questions and
respected the challenge we face of reporting
on Wake Forest sports with a limited number of writers.
Thank you to the members of the Wake
Forest administration who promptly responded to emails when we were in need of
a quote or a quick meeting before going to
print with a story. And thank you especially
to President Hatch for your willingness to
meet with the Editorial Board of the OGB
to answer our many questions.
Finally, thank you to each writer and editor at the Old Gold & Black of the past four
years - you have become some of my best
friends and have helped me grow as an individual.
Although my days writing for the OGB
are now over, I look forward to continuing
my fascination of college newspapers and
picking up a copy of the most recent issue
each time I have a chance.
Thank you for the memories, OGB, it's
been a fun ride.

Financial Literacy

Wake Forest ought to require a personal finance class
It is vital that graduates understand how to handle money
before entering the workforce

Charlie Engel
Staff Columnist
engece15@wfu.edu

Americans now have $1.4 trillion in
unpaid student debt, according to the
Federal Reserve. For a local perspective,
US News reports the average North Carolinian in the class of 2015 has a student
loan debt of approximately $26,000. To
compound these large amou.nts of debt,
large portions of young Amencans are not
fully aware of the sound financial habits
that can help them payoff and navigate
this debt.
A 2016 Citizens Bank millennial survey surfaces harrowing news: 60 percent

"

Every Wake Forest student will
need to pay bills, payoff loanswhether from education or future
credit use - and pay taxes."

of those surveyed expect to be paying off
student debt into their 40s, 45 percent of
debtors were not aware of how student
debt specifically affected their disposable
income, and 37 percent were unaware of
the details regarding the interest on their
loans.
There has never been a stronger case for
universities to teach financial literacy. The
heavy reliance on credit to ray for college
plus an alarming portion 0 financial illiteracy amongst young post-graduates suggests a daunting problem. While universities may find difficulty in dropping their
tuition costs, they can provide a more holistic education for students to handle the
growing financial burden.
For its part, Wake Forest should offer

a course to help students prepare for the
changing post-college financial environment. The current inability for liberal arts
students to take a finance class, excepting
the Summer Management Program, suggests a current void in a curriculum.
It is also impractical to suggest a student interested in such should take the
available Accounting 111, as the course
is geared towards the curriculum of the
business school and scope of business finance. As there's currently a reevaluation
of the course curriculum for the liberal
arts college, Wake Forest's administration
has an opportunity to provide an immediate solution.
The restructuring would greatly benefit from an addition of Personal Finance
101: a course exposing liberal arts majors
to the basics of finance skills. Basic necessities such as budgeting, building credit
through sound spending habits, an introduction to stock market and general in-

vesting tips, paying taxes, and instruction
on taking early steps toward retirement
are all important
topic matters which
could be incorporated into the course.
There is reason to believe there would
be interest from business students as well.
Currently, there are no courses in the
business school focused on personal finance. There has been concern voiced this
year by students concenring the disparity
between the business school and the liberal arts curriculum. This course addition
can serve to allow for greater collaboration between the two schools.
Every Wake Forest student will need to
pay bills, payoff loans - whether from
education or future credit use - and pay
taxes. Therefore, this effort would likely
benefit liberal arts majors and business
students alike who want to supplement
their respective degrees with knowledge
to prepare themselves to maximize their
Wake Forest education and future careers.
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Men'sand Women's golfhave top-5 finishes
TheWake Forest Men's and Women1s
golf teams had strong finishes in the
2018 ACCTournament last weekend
~ LIZZIE SNYDER
Sports Editor
snydem15@wfu.edu
t
LaMsweek
Was an exciting one for both the Wake Forest
'
.
ens and Women's golf program after the conclusIfn of ACC Tournament play.
t n a ve:y competitive group of contenders, the Men's
ea~ finIshed third overall and had a record-breaking
ee
end at the Old North State Golf Club in New
u~~don, NC. Although Georgia Tech finished 29 shots
d er par as a team to take first place, both Clemson
Wake Forest were neck-and-neck at every hole with
~h; a~tempt to secure the runner-up spot. While the
I TIgers ended up finishing 27-under to take second
~6ace, the Demon Deacons ended the weekend with
shots under par, the lowest tournament score that
any Wake Forest team has achieved at an ACC Tour~ament with a final team score of 838. Additionally,
Unday's performance was the lowest scoring single day
performance for the Wake Forest Men's golf program.
S~nlor
. Paul McBride, who placed fourth overall, des~~Ibed his final ACC tournament as "bittersweet."
.1 I played well and the team did too, but we have no
SI.verware to show for it," McBride said. ''I'm happy
WIth how we look going into regionals and look forWard to the last few events of college golf. "
Freshman Parker Gillam finished T-12 for the Dea-

r

h

Photo Courtesy of Wake Forest Athletic Communications
Senior Paul McBride watches his shot in the 2018 ACCTournament last weekend at the Old North State Golf Club.
McBride finished in fourth place overall and the team finished in third place overall with a final score of 838.
cons while senior Cameron Young finished T-24. On
May 2, selections for the NCAA Regional Tournament
will be announced.
Following a fifth place finish in the ACC Tournament with a final score of 890, the Wake Forest Women's Golf Team received an exciting announcement
that they have been selected to attend the NCAA Tallahassee Regional as the No. 5 seed. Last weekend at
the Grandover Resort in Greensboro, NC, the Demon
Deacons finished 26 shots over par as a team in lessthan-ideal weather conditions. Junior Jennifer Kupcho

finished T-5 overall in individual competition, shoot_!
ing a total score of 216 and 74 in her final round
play. Throughout her Wake Forest career, this is tqe
third time she has finished in the top five. Junior MqAica Schumacher, who finished with a final round of
81, said the team was "excited to be going to Florida
for the regionals ranked fifth." In the coming weeks,
Schumacher explained the team will be "working hard
to perfect our game and think we could have at nationals." The Women's Golf team will play in Florida on
May 7-9.

Wake Forest baseball swept by Clemson
As the losses continue to
pile up, NCAA tournament
hopes continue to dwindle
~ REN SCHMITT
Sports Editor
schmwm16@wfu.edu
After an encouraging stretch that saw the
~emon Deacons win four straight games,
Including a sweep at ACC foe Boston College, it appeared as though a late NCAA
tournament push could be on the horizon.
These hopes were quelled over the weekend, however, as Clemson swept Wake Forest in three close games.
The Demon Deacons now rank 89th in
~he NCAA according to RPI ratings, pushIng NCAA tournament qualification farther OUtof reach.
Earlier losses to Liberty, Elan and Charlotte loom large at this point in the season,
as despite having upset multiple top opponents, Wake Forest's RPI takes a substantial
hit due to these uncharacteristic performances against mediocre teams.
For context, in 2017 Wake Forest boasted
a 42-18 record, earning them the eighth
overall seed. To date in 2018, their record
sits at a disappointing 18-23. In fairness,
this roster is far more inexperienced .than
last season's roster as multiple players either
graduated or we;e selected highly in the
2017 MLB first-year player draft.

One factor that hobbled the team early starting pitcher proves that Roberts is capa- second round of the MLB first-year player
ble of inducing swings-and-misses multiple
draft this summer.
in the season was the loss of veteran depth,
The Demon Deacons will travel to Atlanas redshirt senior pitcher Chris Farish, se- times through an opposing batting order.
He also averages over seven innings
ta, GA over the coming weekend to take on
nior utility player Keegan Maronpot and
redshirt junior infielder Bruc~ Steel w~re pitched per start, reiterating the fact that the Georgia Tech YellowJackets in a pivotal
he has adjusted exceptionally well to his three-game ACC series. The YellowJackets
suspended in February for undisclosed VIOnew role.
have fared slightly better than the Demon
lations of athletic department rules.
Unfortunately for Wake Forest fans, but Deacons in 2018, and they hold a respectThe trio returned to the roster on Thursfortunately for Roberts, this level of domi- able 22-19 record. Wake Forest took three
day, April 19, and will add some muchnance
caught the eye of MLB scouts, and of four total games from Georgia Tech in
needed depth to the Wake Forest roster
Roberts
will likely be picked early in the 2017.
during the home stretch of the 2018 searon.
d
Farish posted a 5.89 E~ i? 2017 an
Maronpot hit at a .214 clip In 2017, so
neither player will be a make-or-break addition to the roster, but their depth and
experience will be appreciated. Steel, however, managed a .540 slugging perce~tage
in 2017 and hit 13 home runs, so hIS bat
will add a bit more pop to a lineup that has
not hit the ball over the fence as frequently
as it did last year.
Though some of the team's performances
have been forgettable, one bright Sp?t ~as
been the continued dominance of JUnIor
starting pitcher Griffin Roberts, who possesses a 3.04 ERA through 10 starts.
,
Roberts who served as Wake Forest s
closer las~ year, made the swi.tch into the
rotation at the beginning of this season a?d
quickly established himself among the elite
NCAA starters.
Photo Courtesy of Wake Forest Athletic Communications
His 12.67 Kl9 is only a tick down fro~
h 135 Kl9 mark he posted last season In Junior starting pitcher Griffin Roberts has been the most effective player on the Wake
~h: builpen. Posting such a high K% as a Forest roster in 2018, and his dominance will likely get him drafted early this summer.
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Rafael Nadal defies age regression in Monte Carlo
Rafael Nadal defeated Kei
Nishikori last Sunday in the
Monte-Carlo Masters
BY KYLE FERRER
Opinion Editor
ferrka16@wfu.edu

I closed my last column, about the
Monte Carlo Masters 1000 and Rafael
Nadal's illustrious place in it, by saying the Spaniard may have to batt.le
age more so than in years past. I said
that although he may be defeated on
the grounds of an eroded body, he
would come out as fervent as ever. I
was right about the latter, but I was
proved largely wrong by Nadal's overall
performance. Without dropping a set,
without losing more than four games,
Rafael Nadal dispatched opponent
after opponent. He rem~ined a pie~e
of perfect human machinery, physically tuned and mentally limb~r, able
to seamlessly adjust to adversity a?d
maintain an (expectedly) unconscionable paradigm Nadal himself c~eated.
As if in near defiance, Nadals outfit of choice for the tournament was
a sun-kissed orange shirt and headband, which simultaneously blended
him into his favorite earthen-surface,
while also making him stand out as
some sort of solar concentrate. He was

both sprung from, it seemed, and the
indomitable king of, the baked clay of
Monte Carlo.
In the final, Nadal played Kei Nishikori of Japan, who unfortunately
looked to be the movable object in
some sort of teaching drill, meant to
simply return all the balls he could
while his partner learned to hit complex
geometric shapes, moving and shaping
the balls into corners, short and deep,
and finishing the point at will. The final score favored Nadal, 6-3 6-2, and
Nishikori, usually a storm to be weathered, with a bullet for a backhand and
elastic court coverage, seemed stunned
by Nadal's aggression. Even if one were
to watch a simple highlight reel of the
match, it would quickly become evident that Nadal was pushing Nishikori
around. To use the cliche, Nadal had
Nishikori "on a string." This stringtheory is even more visually apparent
on clay, since the surface can be devilishly slippery and spin-oriented, attenuating the scurry of the opponent
into a work that nears some sort of
abstract art. It would be interesting to
see a track path post-match. It would
probably resemble something near to
the sketches of a scientist versus that of
an insane person.
Nonetheless, Nadal's dictation never
seemed remotely close to brinkman-

ship. He always stayed within the
confines of the attainable (for him).
It was not some sort of transcendental
performance, one akin to the Federer!
Nadal matchups of old, but was the
sort of business-as-usual performance
that leaves one in even greater awe.
We know Nadal can attain a level that
deems all humankind obsolete. But to
see how his in-form but not out-ofhuman-form performance in Monte
Carlo routinely dominated opponents
is a sight to savor, precisely because for
Rafael Nadal, it is not a sight at all.
Let us pause and ponder such a statement: routine domination. A working
definition may be that the person, as
a matter of daily life, much like one
would eat or drink, suppresses or actually erodes the opposition in such a
way as to categorize the performance
as completely one-sided and almost inconceivably consummate.
This, keep in mind, is also with respect to a crop of the most fundamentally-sound,
naturally-skilled
tennis
players to walk the Earth. It's Jordan,
it's Woods, it's quite nearly Roger Federer.
For any pantheonic athlete, descent
can be quickly noticeable. It can be
either a steady, long-time exercise in
denial (or monetary incentive. See:
Zlatan Ibrahimovic, L.A. Galaxy), or it

Pedro Portal/EI Nuevo

Spain's Rafael Nadal returns a ball during a Miami Open practice last March.
can be a perhaps more apt severance, a
crowning achievement followed by retirement. With Nadal, it seems we may
never know when he will begin his descent. The more we doubt, the more he
proves his resilience.
And that's the third option with great
athletes. Sometimes they just keep on
going.

First round of the NHL playoffs proves exciting
A coast-to-coast battle
has emerged to win the
coveted s-tanley Cup
BY SAM WEXLER
Staff Writer
wexlsnt7@wfu.edu

The NHL playoffs are in full-swing
and it has been a fun one. Between
traigh t-out sweeps completed by
various Western Conference teams
and intense battles between others, it
will be interesting to see who makes
it out of this round and onto the next.
In the Western Conference, one of
my favorite stories has to be that of
the Las Vegas Golden Knights. In
their first year of existence they completed a sweep of the once-supreme
Los Angeles Kings, giving them a
lifetime playoff winning percentage
of 1.0 - just simply absurd. Fellow
West Coast team, the third-seeded
San Jose Sharks, swept the secondseeded Anaheim Ducks in a California battle. The deciding factor in this
series was the lack of stellar goal tending that the Ducks normally possess
with John Gibson. Regardless, both
the Golden Knights and the Sharks
will have plenty of time to recover
before their next series. Aside from
one dominant win, the Wild were basically manhandled by the Jets, who

won their series 4-1. In the end, the
Wild were simply not able to contain
the Jet's impressive offensive abilities
and that was the deciding point of
this series. The only Western Conference series with any sort of competition was probably the least-expected
one. The Predators were dazzling as
expected, yet the Avalanche put up
more of a fight than one may have expected, given the fact that they were
the worst team in the league last year
and the Predators started out with
a 2-0 lead. In the end, the Predators came back strong after the Avs
brought the series to 3-2 and moved
on to the next round with a huge offensive performance.
In the Eastern Conference, no team
was able to complete the 4-0 sweep,
but the Lightning took care of business pretty easily, beating the New
Jersey Devils in five games. The Devils' mediocre defense was simply no
match for the potent offense of the
Lightning, hence a quick series between these two teams. The Original Six matchup between the Maple
Leafs and the Bruins followed a similar path as the Avelanche/Predators
series, with the Bruins coming out
hot and then the games going back
and forth between the teams making
it a fight to the finish. The Capitals
vs. Blue Jackets series is one defined
by overtime, with the first three
games all ending in either one or two

overtimes. It appeared as though the made this even more interesting to
No. I-ranked Capitals were going to watch, with the Penguins taking the
continue the trend of choking in the series 4-2 with an insane 8-5 win in
game six.
playoffs, to a wild card team at that,
So far, the offenses of the Western
until they fought back to an even series at 2-2. This is a series to watch to Conference have impressed mightily, seen through the various sweeps
the end for sure.
Last but certainly not least is the while the fanbases in the East are
Pennsylvania matchup between the making this even more interesting,
Penguins and the Flyers. The series and the close series are fun to watch
truly oscillated back and forth be- as well. This first round has yet to
tween high-powered offensive surges, disappoint. It should be interesting
with barely any games coming down to see how things close out and how
to a goal or two. The fan bases have the second round progresses.

Robert Gauthier/Los Angeles Times/TNS
Jonathan Marchessault (left) Brayden McNabb (right) celebrate after defeaing the Los Angeles Kings during Game 4 of first round competition at home.
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comparison. I don't want to dow~grade it
because it's their reality, but I rhink that,
though unfortunate,
grief" tr~gedy and
adversity can propel people s will.

!YsAT O'CONNOR

COntributing Writer
oconce15@wfu.edu

fi!te; hockey
Averill is one of the most succ~ssful
coaches in America, earrung a

comb· d
ine total of 11 national and conference C h
b.
oac of the Year titles and a comAz~ed seven championship
trophies (jour
u ~ and three NCAA). Averill's accomfi.)S ments have propelled her to become one
OJ the m t
..
of a If -time.
.
De . os u/inningest
coac bes
es OJ
ill a?l:-e her myriad of accolades, AvertrIbutes her success to the loses and
traged·
b
I
that tes, oth professional and persona,
l. . she has experienced over the years. She
chazm~that overcoming adversity has had
the. bzggest impact in shaping her coaching
p zlosophy, her purtJose and her desire to
COnt·
If
r
znua y learn and grow.
r-r»

b Cat O'Connor: You've been described
y ~Our players and colleges as charislUatlc, bOisterous and passionate. Many
~ould be surprised to learn that the Jen
} ey often hear coaching at Kentner has
aced a great deal of tragedy and loss between the passing of your former player
d your brother. In what ways do you
Ink those losses have shaped you as a
person?

:h.

f Jen Averill: I think it inspires me to
ind the positives in life. I think that
While others look for escape and thrills,
I lOok to constantly educate myself and
grow, as well as to develop those around
me. I'm always searching for my own why.
Why I'm here? Why do I do what I do?
It gives me a sense of purpose and o rien~ates me. It's really easy to get caugh t up
In SOciety's pressures-the wins, the losseS-to be critiqued, to be generalized,
classified as great because you win. To
~e, haVing those losses and seeing
life from life has been so helpful in
self-examination and making sure
I never deter from fundamental
values and ph ilosophies.

co: During the 2017 preseason you
enlisted the help of two marines to take
the team through intensive exercises both
physically and psychologically. Was. th,iS a
way of exposing the team to adversity!
JA: It was a threefold process. Number
one, I felt this group out of any group
I have coached over the past decade
needed difficult shared adversity for
them to find themselves. I wanted them
to lead themselves and not us to lead
them. Secondly, we have a communication problem. Whether that's listening
or actually verbalizing the words, what a

great application to understand and
appreciate the value of communication.
And third, our ability to disagree, our
ability to have conflict not be viewed
with negative connotations but as a way
to find a solution.

co: Megan Anderson, the current captain of the team, characterized you as a
"weed that grows through the concrete,"
inferring that you can thrive in conditions in which others would fail. What
are your thoughts on being portrayed as
such?
JA: I think that's awesome, I think it's
completely unique. It strips me down to
the rawness of my existence. I feel like
I am incredibly blessed, like I was born
with some intangibles. I innately believe
in people and I truly think I can move
them or lead them to places where they
may not even believe they can go. I feel
like my grittiness has been a byproduct
of my environment. I have never accepted
no. I am solution orientated, the more
you say no, the more I want to prove you
that it should be yes.

co: Why do you feel the need
prove something?

JA: For me, it's using
SpOrt to help develop people. You are a manager of
people. Sport is supposed
t? be about playing and so
I m here wondering how
I can teach these guys
healthy
habits
that
won't just happen in
four years but will be
life-long habits.
CO: In what ways
do~s your philosophy about life and
adversity translate
to your coaching
style?
JA: I feel that the harder the fall, the
?reater the gains. If som~one's ~dversi~y
IS the lack of playing rn i n u tes III a big
game as opposed to someone who blo~s
an ACL or loses a loved one, it pales rn

Personal
Profile
Position: Head Coach

Alma Mater:
Northwestern University,
1987

Accolades:
- NHFCA Hall of Fame,
Class of 2015

to

JA: I find it challenging. I try to strip
the ego away. I also believe that you have
to be careful that you don't throw your
will upon somebody and I never try to
do that. I see it as a way in, to open
people's eyes, ears, hearts and ability.
If I were to inherit Wake Forest, a
successful program that's made it to
the championships,
I'm not comfortable there, I want to be the
one that builds it, that breaks
down those barriers. I love to
build, and I love to grow and
its hard as hell to bloom every
year.

co: So, is that why you
seem to take an underdog
mentality even though you
have been so successful?

CO: What arc those philosophies and val ues?
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- Led Wake Forest to three
national championships in
2002,2003 and 2004

- Led Wake Forest to 15
NCAA Tornament
appearances

- Led Wake Forest to four
Ace Championships

JA: I think humility is at the
foundation and you can always
grow and you can always be better.
You can be a better teammate you
can be a better coach. I'm always growing and the day I don't, I have to watch
out. It's actually a void I don't look
forward to hitting.

co: Are you afraid getting to that
point and what does that mean for
the future?
JA: Yeah ... but I'll probably get
there when I'm around 80. jeez,
what a lonely place to be. At the
same time though I think back
to the adversity I've faced and just
think you've got to have fight. You
have to have a direction, you have
to have your why. Your why has to
constantly evolve. It can't be sedentary or obsolete, or absolute. I'm
always figuring out my why.
Photo courtesy of Wake Forest Athletic Communications

Photo courtesy of Wake Forest
Athletic Cqmnunications
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Wendell Dunn makes difference off the field
ron, who is now the person that I call
mom," Dunn said. "She was willing to
help at all costs and she showed love."
For Dunn, earning the trust of the
boys was imperative, which is why he
chose to commit himself to the program
as a regular leader.
BYKYLETATICH
"I told Wendell he had two options,
Senior Writer
he could come by from time to time or
tatika14@wfu.edu
he could put some time in and come
each week," Brown said. "He chose to
Wendell Dunn is celebrated by most
join me each week and has matured as a
people as the two-time captain and
leader and a teacher."
four-year starter of the Wake Forest
Dunn recalled that when he first met
football team who played an integral
with
Brown and learned that the literacy
role in changing the culture and direction of the program. Bur for a group of group would consist of eighth-graders,
he knew he had to commit to it weekly,
local 13 and 14-year-olds, he is known
that it was a sign from God for him ro
a a mentor and friend - someone who
work with youth that were of the same
believe in them and in their potential
age he was when he found a mentor in
for success.
his eighth-grade teacher, affectionately
For rwo years, Dunn has teamed up
now known to him as Mama Jen.
with Wake Forest education
profesJust as it required patience from Mama
sor Alan Brown ro lead an after-school
Jen
for Dunn ro trust her, Dunn recalled
sports literacy program for. stud~nrs at
that it rook about two months for the
Paisley IB Magnet School In WInsronSalem, leaving behind a legacy that ex- boys ro trust him, and that once the
trust was established, only then was the
tends far beyond BB&T Field.
The program, which meets once a group wil.ling t.o ~pen up about issues
week, has been an opportunity for boys going on 111 the If lives.
Meaningful dialogue was not restrictin need of extra support to connect with
ed
to the informal "accountable talk"
a mentor who relates to the struggles
many of them face both at home and at sessions, however, as the group spent
most of their time together reading one
school. To begin each Thursday afterof Brown's hand-selected
young adult
noon, Brown and Dunn pass out snacks
novels.
and initiate conversation
through an
Brown,
who researches
secondary
"accountable
talk" ession where the
boys have the floor, res~onding ro.a fe.w teacher education, has found that the
questions about how things are gOing 1J1 intersection of SpOrts and culture within
young adult literature has the opportheir lives, at school and of course, with
tunity ro create readers out of students
spores.
For Dunn, this is an important part of who may otherwise have little interest in
hi. weekly visits, especially sinc~ .he s.ees picking up a book - and one of the first
books the group read was The Contenda lot of himself in the boys participating
er by Robert Lipsyte of The New York
each week.
Times.
Dunn recalls that when he was in midThe group read Lipsyte's book - a
dle school he failed to take chool seriously, and that it took some?ne w.ho was novel about a high school dropout that
learns discipline through boxing - and
patient and w~rthy. of earnl.ng h IS trust
eventually decided to throw the book a
for him to realize his potential.
"I had a lot of mentor , but when I 50th anniversary party, an event that recalk about the person that helped me quired the boys to take ownership of its
change my life .1 usually talk about my planning and organization.
eighth.grade
science teacher, Jen BorWith the support of Paisley Middle

Dunn's prowess on the
field overshadows his
work in the community

Photo

Forest News

Wendell Dunn voh-!nteers his time to assist with an after-school sports literacy program, which serves students who live in the Winston-Salem area.

Photo Courtesy of Wake Forest Athletic Communications

On the f~otb~1I field, Wendell Dunn earned a spot on the AII-ACC Academic
Team dunng his final season. Dunn collected 156 career tackles and seven sacks.
School teacher and Wake Forest graduate Bailey Allman ('15), Brown and
Dunn were able to help the boys pull
off the celebration. Faculty and friends
gathered to watch the boys take turns
standing in front of an audience, read
their favorite quote from the book and
explain why it had meaning to them in
their lives.
"All of our boys killed it," Dunn said
of the event. "They nailed it. Robert
Lipsyre was happy, we had faculty there
and sO,me ~f them cried because they
co~ldn t believe that these boys enjoyed
this book and that it impacted their
lives."
Another proud member in attendance
watching this day was Lipsyre himself,
who claimed that the party was one of
the "all-time greatest experiences" of
his life. Lipsyte has been an observer of
Dunn and his development over the past
two years, working with the boys in the
literacy program.
"He has a wonderfully easy way with
these kids," Lipsyte said of Dunn. "He is
somebody who was once like them and
has now gone on to do great things. He
is a terrific human being."
Lipsyre has not been the only one
watching
Dunn's
development
as a
leader. Wake Forest football head coach
Dave Clawson had much to say about
what Du~n has meant to his program
and to this community, claiming, "Wendell has the ability to relate to everybody, whether that be underclassmen
upperclassmen
or whoever. He has ~
unique abil~ty to relate to other people.
He IS genuine, warm and has a sincere
concern for other people."
Dunn leaves behind a legacy unlike

any other at Wake Forest. His school
record of 50 career starts for the football team is second to none, but so is his
embodiment .of t~e university's motto,
Pro Humanirars
- which for Dunn
m~ans "~utting others before oneself,
doing things that probably won't benefit you in any way, shape or form, but
just doing it because you know it will
help others."
If Dunn were to have it his way, his
legacy would be defined as an example
to others that no one stands on too high
of a pedestal to feel like they shouldn't
have a responsibility to help others, if
given the opportunity.
For Clawson, Dunn leaves behind a
le~acy of leadership.
Wendell was a proactive leader. He
was a giver, not a taker. Anything he did
he did with others in mind. He is one of
those pe.opl~ that I see"myself being in
touch with 111 20 years, Clawson said.
As Dunn looks to the days ahead, he
re,~o~nizes that his future is bright.
Right now I am enrolled in grad
school - and I am also training to go
to the NFL. That's my dream. That's
~here I am going. I'm probably not golUg to get drafted but I've always been
an underdog so that doesn't matter to
me, " 0 unn sal.id "I'm going to get on
somebody's roster. I have an agent and
everything looks good. But let's say
something goes wrong and the NFL
doesn't work out; I'm already in grad
school here and Dr. Alan Brown has
said that I can always come back here
and finish."
For Lipsyte, he sees Dunn as a teacher
one day, just as soon as his da~ playing
in the NFL are over.
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Assessing enigmatic fantasy baseball performers
Cert?inplayers will not
c?n~lnue
their torrid
hIttlng performances
rugNATHAN BELL

StaffWriter
bel~h15@wfu.edu

Buy Low
AJ Pollock, OF
Arizona Diamondbacks
The Arizona Diamondbacks' offense
wasone of the best in baseball last seaSon a d
J.n'
n ~ven after the departure of
to 1: MartInez, the D-Backs continue
st Ight up opposing pitching. While
ar first baseman Paul Goldschmidt
;ets a !ot of the praise (and rightfully
1~1d.thlsyear another Arizona player is
P Ing that charge on offense.
£ ollock has only truly stayed healthy
hor one full season, that of 20 15 where
pe Was an all-star and set career highs
3r~tty much across the board with a
batting average, 20 home runs,
BIs, 39 stolen bases and an OPS
f O .865
Pollock only played 12 games the
t season, and was hurt for much
2017 as well, playing in only 112
~~mes. Pollock showed flashes of his
15 self, but didn't get quite all the
Waythere last year.
This year, however, Pollock has fully
~eturned to form. Through 21 games,
Rollock already has five homers, 17·
BI and six stolen bases while batting

76 ~

°

nr

°

.282. His .OPS is also a career high
.947. Pollock's major improvement
this year has been in the power department.
Slugging an impressive 0.603 and onpace to hit more than 40 home runs,
if Pollock's power surge continues, he
could be one of the most productive
assets in fantasy baseball, even if he regresses towards his career averages.

--

Sell High
Jed Lowrie, SS
Oakland A's
. The Oakland Athletics can sometimes seem like a Boston Red Sox bteam with the amount of players that
have made the move from Boston to
Oakland over the years, but Lowrie
has been a pretty good success story
for Oakland.
Lowrie had a solid season last year,
batting .277 with 14 home runs, 69
RBI and most impressively 49 doubles.
However, if you have Lowrie on your
fantasy team this season, you've been
in for an even better treat.
Lowrie has been absolutely raking in
2018, batting .363 with six home runs,
eight doubles and 37 hits, leading the
league in the latter twO categories.
Given that Lowrie has a history of
getting doubles, one would expect that
to keep up, but the insane batting average and power hitting will almost
certainly
regress. Lowrie's BABIP

HOW TO SIGN UP:

Send on email to
•

to be placed on
the list

~
Nhat V. Meyer/Bay Area News GroupfTNS

Oakland A's shorts~op Jed Lo~rie has shown an unsustainable
amount of power this season. HIS 1.037 OPS will begin to fall soon.
(batting average on balls in play) is a
staggering .413, a massive indicator
that the batting average will go down
soon.
As for the home runs, perhaps it is
possible that Lowrie made an improvement in his swing that allows him to
hit for more power than previously,
but it is extremely hard to believe
that any player in his l Oth year in the
league will double his previous home

run outP~t, maki~g it far more likely
that, while LOWrIe probably will set
a career high in home runs, it won't
be more than around 20-25, a much
more reasonable number than the near
45 home runs he's on pace for.
While Lowrie will certainly have
a good fantasy season, I believe the
value ~ne will get from trading him
now will be much higher than in the
future when his value inevitably falls.
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RAGUE IS A CITY OF EXPLORATION
Prague is arguably one of the most beautiful cities in the world, in addition to
having an abundance of rich history.
BY ANDREW MURPHY
Contributing Writer

murpau6@wfu.edu
A few names immediately come to mind when
thinking about the most beautiful cities in the
world: Paris, London, Venice, Florence and maybe
a ouple others. But Prague, in my opinion, rises
above all others in its beauty, its elegance and its
charm. It is a place that is utterly unique, with a
rich history and a look that is distinctly "Prague."
It is quintessentially European, fitting that fairy(, le image of a medieval city, with its towers,
churche , old hou es, market squares and little
tr er , all urmounted by the largest castle in the
orld. Who could a k for a better vacation spot?
Prague is a city that one can explore with no particular plans in mind. 1was perfectly content wandering through the narrow street of the old town,

•

The Charles Brid
d.
landmark is the gp~~a~ec~~~~r~ct:hi~~~~~~~n~r.t~e
,
0 cia

Andrew Murphyl

Old Gold &

c;,der OffKhingCh~rles IV.Featured behind this
0 ce 0 t e President of the Czech Republic.

passi?g through seemingly-forgotten
courtyards,
a gleaming castle. It is a sight incredible to behold
walking through old palace gardens and climbing
and easily makes Prague worthy of being called the
up the steep hills near the castle. Unusual things
beauti f, I
are found in this way. For example there is a most e~~tl u city in the world. No other city that
church in which a severed, blackened arm hangs I have ".lSlted ~as such a unique color that suffuses
from a. meat hook stationed above the doorway.
everything - it is almost as if Prague is viewed
A~cordlOg to a local legend, this is the arm of a through a filter at all times and the charming unithief ~h.o, trying to steal jewelry from a statue of form ~rchitecture makes the whole thing look like
the Vugm M~ry, was caught in the grip of the (rni- a movie or a painting (note on paintings: Prague is
raculou~ly ant mated) statue, which would not let not the best place for art museums).
go of ~IS arm until it was amputated by the local
IIf you are looking for a romantic and beautiful
~xecutlo?er. The statue then let go of the thief, his Ppace to go th~s summer and haven't already been to
Ju~t punishment received. The unusual things like
rague, definttely consider visiting. Prague is a rare
~hls make the trip memorable. I recommend ]oin- example of an .
E
Ih~gdda
freeIwalking tour so as to not miss the most W, ld W:
mtact
uropean city from before
I
en paces.
bui! ar II; furthermore, it has not been heavily

Andrew Murphyl
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TheChurchofSt.JamestheGreaterhasaveryominous history including a man being buried alive.

The sun sets over Prague in a most wonderful
_ the ~hole city is bathed in deeper and de;~
yellow hght. until darkness sets in. The shadtws
of the GothIC and Baroque towers that do'
the sky slowly grow long
d
h
rrunate
night falls and the darke~e~tci~o~:~~o~~~rde~iili

~tUlThe remodelled

like Brussels or parts of Lononid h~se attributes make it a valuable artifact of
wor
.lstory, in addition to being beautiful and
ro~ntIC. Like the other great European capitals
dis ondon, Paris, Vienna and Berlin - Prague
l~lay~ ~he best its country has to offer. Like those
ot er cures, it is an irreplaceable treasure.
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I Bees

Bees are terrorizing our campus
Although students may want
to enjoy time outside, the
bees have another plan

great to see so many bees in the environment, maybe Wake Forest should share
the wealth and have the bees go sting students at Duke.
.
One senior, Honey B. Wacks, was recently attacked and stung by not one,
lliJlllAN JOHNSON
but two bees in quick succession.
~ewsEditor
"It all happened so suddenly," she
Johnlg16@wfu.edu
said. "And in s~ch an unsuspecting spot.
I don't think I can ever enjoy another
S . h
h prlI~g as ·sprung at Wake Forest, and
pitcher of beer outside Shorty's again!"
t at bnngs warmth, sunshine and joy.
Student Health said that Wacks is ex. h Students should be spending sun-filled
pected to make a full recovery in time for
b Ours outside, sitting in the courtyard
commencement, which Wacks is hoping
. etween Benson and Tribble or throwwill get moved inside so that nobody in
lUg
the cliched frisbee out on the Upper
attendance will risk a swarm of bees.
Quad.
Mark Handler/Old Gold & Black
Luckily, the majority of students will
Bzz.
Bees are a threat to student's well- clear off campus in a matter of weeks.
being on Wake Forest's campus. When they return for fall semester, they
. Ihstead, students are running for cover
IU~ e safe confines of indoor spaces.
entry to swell up in a terribly itchy red only have to live for two weeks in total
zzz.
terror while they wait for the bees to mibump, and in a matter of minutes your
akWalking outside is a risk one has to
grate down to Florida.
throat will close up if no action is taken.
t e to survive.
But for now, nowhere is safe: The bees
Wake Forest is overrun with swarms of
Bzzzz.
are on the Upper Quad. In the Tribble
bees.
A fe~ daring students will try to enjoy
Courtyard. Between Collins and BostSure, some of the bees claim to be the
the Spnng scenery while eating a takeout
nice guys. They claim, "We're just like wick. Next to Reynolds Gym. Near the
Illeal from Benson. But the monsters are you! We listen to jazz in our free time;
swings on Davis Field. In the underno Illatch for them, causing the students
ground tunnels. Up in the bells of Wait
we just want to be friends!" They don't
to leave their food and backpacks.
understand why students are so fearful of Chapel. Even in the stacks of ZSR.
BZZZzz.
Polly Nate, a sophomore, said that
them.
f They're small and fluffy, but nobody's
there is only one benefit to the bees, and
As if
ooled. These insects have the power
An administrator refused to acknowl- it's not even a big one at that.
to kill: their venom will quickly course
"At least they respect Wake Forest
edge Wake Forest's bee problem, but one
through your veins, causing the site of faculty member claimed that, while it's enough to dress in our school's colors."

Q & A I Two, and a third

START gallery features student artwork
Senior Anna Pugh delves into
her thought process regarding
her art presentation
ID' NICHOLAS DEMAYO

SeniorWriter
demanj14@wfu.edu

Two, and a third is the Honors in Studio
Art !~e~entation of senior Anna Pugh, on
exhzbttzon now at the START Gallery in
Reynolda Village. Pugh is a Mullen-Carswell, Eleanor Layfield Davis and Reifler
Family Scholar who has also been shown
in past START Gallery exhibitions as well
as student exhibitions at the Charlotte and
Pnilip Hanes Art Gallery in Scales. In
Two, and a third, Pugh works in both watercolor and oil paint as the collection exp~o~esthe human body in various degrees of
hzdmg and revealing. A third collection in
charcoal helps to explain the artist's themes
and treatment of the body in her collection
o!paintings. In this column, Pugh explains
the creative process and inspiration behind
Two, and a third.
Describe your process in creating

Two, and a third.
My process for making artwork involves both asking questions and trylUg to answer them visually, but usually through creating something visual
that will begin to bring up even further
questions. That's one of the issues I'm
tackling with Two, and a third," how one
artist in one given period of time trying

to ask the same question with artwork
can still create a multitude of seemingly
different bodies of work, when in fact
they are joined through this process, this
questioning and the creation.
This exhibition, in its format, comprises two bodies of work, joined and
reflected through a third.
These two bodies were discovered
through one process and are wed with
what questions they ask, though theyapproach their questioning in a different
way. Five charcoal drawings make up the
bridging "third body" of work. In them,
two women interact in ways which display both vulnerability and protection
to each other and to themselves. They,
in many ways, begin to manifest the two
other bodies of work in their formality,
concept, and relationship.
What does Two, and a third mean to
you?
If I've taken art and put it out for disAnna Pugh Honors Exhibition
play, that's a sign that it is meaningful to
START GALLERY
me and it's something I want to share so
OPENING TUES APRIL 24. 5-7PM
that maybe someone else may find meaning in it as well. With this project in parPhoto courtesy of Anna Pugh
ticular it feels really special because I had
Two,
and
a
third is currently
time to really develop ideas that I had
in Reynolda Village.
been holding back on, and I feel as if I've featured
grown as an artist through it. The work
What are your plans with art after
in this exhibition arose as my response,
graduating from Wake Forest?
my way of dealing with, grappling with
Mt~r I gra~uate I plan on working as
and exploring events in my personal life an arnst and m other areas of the art inas well as the greater world. It's also my dustry.
last show as a senior which makes it feel
Two, and a third will be shown at
like my: four years here have culminated
START Gallery in Reynolda Village until
into something meaningful.
Friday, April21.

TWO,
AND A THIRD
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Album Review' Kali Uchis

Uchis' unique sound defines album
Isolation, a compilation of 15 diverse ~racks,
highlights Kali Uc~is' tal~nt as a vocalist,
lyricist and inventive artist
BY OLIVIA FIELD
UfeEditor
fielor.17@wfu.edu
A beautiful mix of jazz, R&B and pop, ~i Uchis' Isolation ha finally arrived. Released on April 6, the debut
album showcases both Uchis' immen e vo~al talent and
her unique form of switching between English and Spani h when vocalizing.
..
..
Isolation begins with a twO mmute. introduction coined
"Body Lll1guagc." It is hard to describe exactly how I felt
wh n I first sat down to listen to the album - t.he song
i dreamy, scxy, mysterious and somehow so weightless.
Sc mlessly serring the stage .for the. rest of t~e albu~:
"Body Language" bring the listener in touch WIth Uchis
free-spirited mind ct.
ut of the next 14 tra ks on the album, almo t e~ery
single ong is worth mentioning. ~ey all work to hl~hlight her ability to hitt between different genres, WIth
the common theme of her unique ryle at the core. of the
.ongs. For the purposes of this article, I have patnst:J<ingly been able to nail do'_'Vnmy top ong, each showing
off. differ or side of Uchis.
Featuring reve Lacy, "Just a rranger" i a ~tellar example of Uchis' light adaptation of R&B. :Telltng
story
of a golddigger trying to educe an older stranger, Uchis
Aip the cenario and portray the woman .as po~erful
and in command of her individuality. The inclusion of

t1;;

life Style Column

Lacy's vocals, ~epresenting the older ,~an, alongside Uchis' graceful v~lce makes ~e ch~rus she wants my dollar
bills, she don t want love especially upbeat.
Next is "Your Teeth In My Neck," which represents
Uchis' identity as a musician. The song breaks down the
way that the music industry threatens her specific vision
as an artist, evident with the line "kill us all off, they'd
take our worth they pay us dirt / Is it worth it?" Along
with the pressing lyrics, the background track and vocals
are a typical Uchis sound.
Influenced the most by her Colombian roots, "Nuestro
Planet," featuring Reykon, is the only song on the album
that is completely in Spanish. As I am from Miami, I personally find something velJ: comforting about the bilingualism that could easily be looked over in her music.·
Purposefully placed halfway through the album to reinforce this aspect of her identity, the song is both catchy
and reminiscent of many other Latin musicians. "Miami"
and "Tyrant" also incorporate some Spanish into the lyrics, which becomes a key part of her identity as an upcoming musician.
Continuing with the theme of variety, "In My Dreams"
is simply a really fun song. Beginning with a lively techno
introduction, the song's first line is ''I'm feeling happy inside, I've got no reason to hide, I'm a dream girl." During
its three-minute duration, I can't help but smile and resist
the urge to dana: in my chair. With heavy "pop" influences, the song reminds me of a more positive Marina
and The Diamonds or Lily Allen.
Although it is not the last song of notoriety, ''After The
Storm" is the best example of Uchis' eclectic approach.
With a beat much like "Body Language," jazzy vocals and
Tyler the Creator's rapping, the song represents the ways
in which Uchis is working to reinvent pop.

Photo Courtesy of amazon.com

Kali Uchis' debut album, titled Isolation, features
Tyler the Creator and Steve lacy, among others.
Ultimately, Isolation could not have been a better debut album for Uchis, Along with her features on multiple
Tyler the Creator songs, Daniel Caesar's "Get You" and
Gorillaz's "She's My Collar," Uchis has established herself
as a talented, inventive artist in a time when music has
become unexceptionally similar in its sound.

I Saving Money

Tips on .how to save money while on campus
Hard work and smart spending are
two surefire ways to save money
while still having fun in college
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BY HEATHER HARTEL
Online Managing Editor
harthns@wfu.edu
'radu:lting early because of student loans and living finan i.lly ind pendent from my parents, money
h, s always been an issue for me at Wake Forest. Surrounded by peers who hardly understand the value of
a doll r, spen~ing their parents' money recklessly, it
can be fru tratlng to constantly compare yourself. Yet,
, someone who enjoys going out to new restaurants
once in a while and tfeating myself to new clothes, I've
le rned some helpful tips along the way for how to save
money without being a stereotypical "poor college student.' Here arc a few of them.
1) Get an on-campus job
hances are you can find a job on campus. If you
qu lify for work-study, you should have no trouble being placed at one of the various work-study positions. If
you don't, however, Campus Recreation hires students
for job in (he fitness center, the pool, jntramurals and
club port. I've worked at Campus Recreation for the
past twO years and have enjoyed my experience while
a!. 0 making some money. Although pay is minimum
wage, working a few hours a week adds up to some
extra spending money.
..
Tutoring is also a way to make a little more money,
as all tutor jobs are paid above minimum wage. I have
tutored student-athletes
in the Miller Center since my
freshman year in economics, politics and Spanish. Tutoring jobs are als~ available for non-student-,athletes
in
certain divisions Itke the math center. If you re exceed-

Olivia Field/Old Gold & Black

Three w_ays to. save money include getting an on
campus Job, uSing the meal plan and smart spending.
ing in a specific. class or subject, reach out to different
tutor centers to see about jobs.

2) Make the most of your meal plan

.

. If you ~ctually take the time to look at everything
Included In your meal plan, you will begin to better understan? why they.are so expe?sive. A meal at the pit,
dependIng on the time of-day, ISanywhere from $10 to
$16 if paying without a Deacon One card. Similarly,
there. is a false equivalency among Old Gold swipes,
meanIng a $3 coffee from Starbucks is technically the
same price as a full burrito and chips from Moe's. With
these numbers in mind, consider them when you're

leaving the semester with dozens of pit swipes and Old
Golds - valuable meals that you already paid for going
to waste because you wanted to eat a meal out.
While most options in the P'O.D. or 336 Market are
overpriced because they're on a college campus, spending all of your food dollars on overpriced juices or nonOld Gold options is an easy way to waste money. I've
found myself desperate for P'O.D. candy during finals
week and have resorted to spending my own money on
something pointless just because I overspent earlier in
the semester.
3) Treat yourself, but in a smart way
Anyone who knows me knows how much I enjoy
food, especially good food from local restaurants. I personally don't have a hard time justifying going out to an
enjoyable meal with friends and treating myself once or
twice a week. The money that I work hard for is mine
to spend to my own discretion. However, I also make
sure to spend this money thoughtfully, looking up 1'&Stau rants with food or drink deals beforehand and making sure to order something reasonably-priced from the
~enu. ~ating at restaurants can easily get expensive if
It turns Into a four-course meal, but enjoying an entree
doesn't have to be too burdensome.
This also applies to other expenses that may incur
du.ring the semester. Say, for example, you need a new
paIr of sneakers. Buying the most fashionable ones at
full price doesn't make sense if money is already an issue for yo~. But buying shoes that you like and are reasonably pnced or on sale is warranted once in awhile.
Living on campus can get expensive very quickly.
From keeping up with social burdens to needing an escape from the tight community every once in awhile,
money c.an begin to be a barrier to happiness. However,
?y working hard at a paid job and saving money where
It ~OI~~tS,you can still find time to treat yourself and
pnOfltlze happiness.
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Season two of Westworld premiered on HBO, continuing the themes of
suspense and duality from the first season
BY HARRISON

MCCAMY & BEN RIDGEWAY
StaffWriters
mcCajh14@wfu.edu & ridgbr1s@wfu.edu

Westworld, the landmark HBO series, is a futuristic science-fiction show with numerous fictional
19th century wild west scenes created by spouses
LisaJoy and Jonathan Nolan. The first season, also
~led "The Maze," encapsulated viewers in 2016
WIth an elixir of action, drama, suspense, science
fiction, old western, love, life, loss, reality, renewal
and so much more. The long-awaited second season, "The Door," premiered April 22.
"The Maze," likely titled from the Man in Black's
obsession with finding the center of the maze, kept
the viewers in the dark for much of the first season
- namely on the fact that there were two timelines
taking place simultaneously on screen, roughly 30
years apart, and of the Man in Black's true identity. This created a fantastic level of revelation in
the viewers once it had been revealed and added to
the suspenseful narrative.
"The Maze" provides everything one would want
in a television show - strong, enticing character
arcs, realistic drama, and, most importantly, a climactic ending leaving the viewers wanting more. It
also served as a catalyst for both new and renowned
actors and actresses, most notably Ed Harris, Evan
Rachel Wood, James Marsden, Thandie Newton,
Ingrid Bolso Berdal, Jimmi Simpson, Shannon
Woodward, Luke Hemsworth, and, of course, the
legendary Sir Anthony Hopkins.
In the season two premier, "Journey into Night,"
viewers find out that Westworld occurs on an island, how the humans receive information from
the hosts via their "brain" center mainframe, that
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Ford potentially coded everybody to be registered
as hosts allowing Delos board members to be
killed inside the park (while they couldn't in "The
Maze"), that Dolores and Wyatt are one in the
same that they are potentially stealing genetic and
experiential information from park guests. While
the episode may not have been as western actionpacked or adventurous as viewers had been accustomed to in "The Maze," any negative critique of
"Journey into Night" can be attributable to the
high standards crafted in "The Maze" - us viewers
were spoiled by the magnificent performance of Sir
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Anthony Hopkins every week, after all. "Journey
into Night" serves as a set-up for where Joy and
Nolan have planned to take the show all along, and
should be compared to "The Maze" premier, "The
Original," in that it serves the same purposes and
provides the viewers with a background on which
Joy and Nolan will dance upon throughout the
season.
One of the main themes of the show is dualityof time and persons, most specifically. On the surface, a duality already exists, it is a show that takes
place in the future by allowing them to experience
the past - for a hefty fee, the park caters to the
ultra-rich. The aspects that make humans human
- emotion, consciousness, free will, dreams, pain,
and memory - are explored through the eyes of
both human and artificial intelligence hosts. The
show consistently raises deep questions that our society may have to answer to one day, regarding the
~dv:nt of AI tec~nol?gy, suc~ as if pain and suffermg m a robot still exists as pam and suffering, how
does it differ from ours? What would happen if AI
surpassed human intelligence and capabilities?
Overall, this is one of the greatest shows I have
seen in a long while, with perhaps the strongest
first season, within the genre, of any recent show
other than Game of7hrones. Over the course of the
second season I would love to see more of Delos'
parks, su~h as the,teased "Shogun World," more of
the Man m Black s development, a glimpse of what
Joy and Nolan have imagined the future outside
world to look like, and hopefully more of Elsie.
"Journey into Night" started "The Door" strongly,
and I hope to see it develop into the powerhouse
that "The Maze" turned out to be.
Our favorite quote from the show was: "For years
I had no dreams of my own. I moved from hell to
hell of your making, never thinking to question the
nature of my reality. Have you ever questioned the
nature of your reality?Did you ever stop to wonder
about your actions? The price you'd have to pay if
there was a reckoning? That reckoning is here."
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Th end of the school year is approaching quickly and students are beginning to prepare for their final exams.
Here are a few study tips and tricks to help ace your finals.
BY EMILY BEAUCHAMP
Ufe Editor

beauea17@wfu.edu

Five Day Study Plan
Everyone is told that the best way to learn is to study in small
chunks over a long period of time. Many students either don't
know the best way of going about this strategy or feel they do not
have enough time to execute it. However, the five day study plan
is a great way to conduct distributed practice instead of cramming the night before.
This strategy involves some planning beforehand. To begin, block
off approximately twO hours each day starting five days before the
exam. Next, divide the material that will be on the test into four
ection and arrange them in a list from 1-4. Four being the material that you know the least and one being the material you feel
the most confident about. Five days before the exam, spend the
entire twO hours studying the material you feel the least confident
about (number four). On the second day, spend an hour and a
half studying the next section on your list (number three) then
take the remaining 30 minutes to look over number four. On the
third day, look over section 2 for an hour and a half then look
over sections three and four for 15 minutes each. Continue this
pattern on day four, and on day five, look over all four sections
for 30 minutes each.

45-10-5
The 45-10-5 method is very similar to the Pomodoro Technique,
however, it has larger chunks. Like Pomodoro you need to create
a list of assignments and prioritize those that have upcoming due
dates.
However, the difference is you should work non-stop with no
distractions for 45 minutes. Then you should take a 10 minute
break to unwind before continuing your work. Finally, the last
five minutes should be spent reviewing what you just finished
studying before moving on to the next chunk.
This routine also divides daunting amounts of work into smaller
chunks so that you feel less overwhelmed by completing them.
The technique also motivates you to continue working because
of the satisfaction factor that you will feel after checking off an
assignment from your to-do list.
After working for a couple chunks, it is suggested that students
give themselves rewards like listening to music or spending an
hour with friends. After completing an alloted number of tasks
on your list, treating yourself to a meal off campus or a trip to
Hanes Mall is a great way to reward yourself for your hard work.

Pomodoro Technique
The Pomodoro Technique is a great way for you to divide studying into little chunks so that the task does not feel overwhelming.
It also allows small break periods as rewards so you do not become tired and bored as quickly.
To prepare for the Pomodoro Technique, you should create a
to-do list of assignments to complete and then prioritize the
most urgent. The trick to this technique is dividing your allotted
study time into 30-minute chunks, called Pomodoros. For each
30-minute chunk, you should spend 25 minutes doing work with
no distractions or easy cell phone access. Then the remaining five
minutes can be spent on the phone, on a bathroom break or just
relaxing.
After four Pomodoros have been completed, it is recommended
that you take a longer 15-30 minute break before starting the
next set of four chunks. This break can be spent watching an
episode of your favorite show on Netflix or getting a bite to eat in
Benson.
After completing each Pomodoro, checking off an assignment
from your to-do list is an extremely satisfying feeling that motivates you to keep working.

Organization
It's important that you stay organized during finals and throughout the school year. It's a scary moment when you realize you forgot to write a five page paper the night before it's due. There are
many ways to stay organized and keep track of work that needs to
be completed.
The Coogle Calendar app is a great way to keep your daily schedule organized by keeping track of due dates, appointments and
other extracurriculars. One way to stay on top of your work is by
scheduling time each day to do homework and setting a reminder
to actually sit down and work.
Another app, called Wunderlist, helps with task management by
allowing the user to create to-do lists consisting of assignments
and their due dates. The app then prioritizes these assignments
based on their due date, which is beneficial when conducting the
Pomodoro Technique and the 45-10-5 Technique.
Although apps are a great resource for students, an old fashioned
to-do list or planner can also be extremely helpful. By writing
down everything you need to complete, you can visualize your
responsibilities and make it easier to break down.
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Concert: On-campus event to release pre-finals stress
Continued

from Page 1

"Ultimately, we must apply for concert
funding through the Student Activity Fee
(SAF), so funding makes a huge impact
on who we are able to bring," Alpine said.
"Once we received our allotted dollar
amount, we looked at our survey results
for genre preferences, selected artists we

thought students would like and checked
to see if those artists were available."
Further, the concert will be free for students, only requiring that students RSVP.
AIpino said the accessibility of having the
concert be free, as well as on-campus, will
entice more students to attend.
Students, such as sophomore Jackson
Cogar, have also expressed concerns over

the lateness of the concert date with it being so close to finals.
"I think it's a bad idea to put the spring
concert on the last day of cIass," Cogar
said. "Ideally, it would be on a weekend
not near finals, earlier in the semester."
However, Alpino believes that having
the concert is the best way to celebrate the
end of the semester as a community.

"LDOC is a day when most students
want to have some fun and take a break
before exams start," Alpino said.
"Student Union also wants to serve as
many students as possible. Many students want to have some fun, which can
boost our attendance, and allow our student body to come together as a community."

Fintech club adapts to a new monetary world
In addition to creating the website for
the competition and coming up with the
Bitcoin, blockchain and other individual trivia questions, the club has
been working closely with BEN to recruit
aspects of financial technology
participants, aiming for 50 domestic universities and 15 international to compete.
BY JULIA HAINES
.
"We are in the process of recruiting clubs
Editor-in-Chief
to
return to the competition as well as gethainjm1s@wfu.edu
ting new clubs to join, as more and more
Whether students realize it or not, Bit- Fintech and blockchain clubs are founded
coin, cryptocurrency and financial techeach year," said the club's founder and fornology (fintech) is on the rise, both on mer president, senior Teddy Yerdon.
campus and in the real world. Paypal can
"This will help establish the Wake Finbe used to pay for t-shirts and club dues,
tech club as a leader in the college Fintech
Venmo to give a dollar or two to a fundworld, and act as a great competitive learnraiser, and iPhone apps to trade stock and
ing experience for all involved," junior
transfer money.
William Abelt said.
One club on campus, Wake Fintech,
In addition to planning the trivia comexists to not only educate students about
petition, the club hosts weekly meetings
the ins and outs of financial technology,
and offers members "Coffee and Crypto"
but also to compete in international trivia
trading sessions on Thursday mornings.
competitions, trade cryptocurrencies and
"It functions as a time during which
host speaker series related to the topic, all
people
who execute frequent intraday
while bringing blockchain education to
trades can freely exchange trading ideas,
campus.
strategies, and thoughts about the marAccording to sophomore Rob Michele,
ket as a whole at that point," Abelt said,
the club's current president, the purpose
who
acts as the club's trade analyst and
of Wake Fintech is, "to inspire students
merchandiser. Abelt is encouraged by the
to learn in.dependently about applications
that are of interest to them ... and to learn growth he's seen in the club over its lifetime at Wake Forest. "We have such pasabout the fundamental value of block chain
sionate and dedicated members for our age
as a data tool."
who are genuinely excited about the blockLast year, they won the international
Blockchain Trivia Competition, hosted by chain paradigm shift that is occurring right
now. Seeing things like Coffee and Crypto
Blockchain Enterprise Network (BEN),
and beat teams from MIT and UC Berke- manifest has been pretty cool."
ley in the final rounds. This year, they are
Next semester, the club hopes to host a
one of the main forces behind organizing
speaker series similar to one they hosted
the competition.
last fall, through which speakers from Mi-
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~ake Fintech is still in the process of recruiting and increasing its
Influence to educate the campus about financial technology.
cr?soft, ConsenSys and Storj.io came to
campus.
"It's important to us that Wake Forest is seen as an innovative and cuttingedge university in the eyes of employers
and outsiders in general and Wake Fintech has provided us with an avenue to
do help that 'recognition," Yerdon said.
Last semester, the club was invited
to attend several Fintech summits and
conferences,
including
the Benzinga
Fintech Summit held in San Francisco.
Next semester, they want to continue
educating students and growing their
network.
"If you want to make money trading
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crypto, there is no better first step than
coming out to our meetings and educating yourself about what is happening
right now in the -space," Abelt said. "If
you already do trade, come out, get better, and get more knowledge from other
perspectives."
"In its roots Wake Fintech was designed to help promote a more innovative culture at Wake Forest," Yerdon
said. "If students are interested in the
future of the financial industry, have
questions about blockchain and cryptocurrency, or, are simply looking for an
opportunity
to share innovative ideas,
Wake Fintech is an excellent resource."
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Members C?f.Wake FIn~~chgather weekly In the business school to discuss trading cryptocurrencies. They have also been successful at
national t.rlvlacompetitions, where they outperformed Massachusetts Institute of Technology as well as University of California-Berkeley.
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